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Fur &'x 10“ autographed print
of thia picture, send lor m cm
to Gretsch, Dept. SP to cover
handling and mailing.

You can too. Try an outfit like Sonny's or specify your own set at your dealers. Write Gretsch,
60 Broadway, Brooklyn 11, N.Y. for Diamond Jubilee drum catalog. (This is our 75th year.)
Sonny’« outfit, finished tn “Starlight Sparkle" contains: tVxli“ baaa drum; 13“x9" and ie“xlS” tomtome; IS’xSW snare,

plus exclusive Gretsch Disappearing Drum Spurs, *4805 All-Height cymbal holders and other accessories shown here
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A MONUMENTAL

GREAT TUNES ON TWO >2* DISCS I

LOVER and ISN I If ROMANTIC from Love Me Tonight * LITTLE 6IRL BLUE and MY ROMANCE from Jumbo * BEWITCHED, BOTHERED, BEWILDERED and ICOULI WWTE
A BOOK from Pal Joey ★ HERE IN MY ARMS fro Dearest Enemy * I DIONT KNOW WHAT TIME IT WAS and GIVE IT BACK TO THE INDIANS hum Tou Many Grill * I
WISH I WERE IH LOVE AGAIH and JOHNHY ONE NOTE and FUNNY VALENTINE and LADY IS A TRAMP and WHERE OR WHEN from Babes in Arms * DANCING ON THf
CEILING from Evergreen * IT NEVER ENTERED MY MIND from Higher and Higher * SHIP WITHOUT A SAIL from Heads Ito * SLUE ROOM from Tht Giri Friend *

EV'RYTHIHG I’VE GOT and WAIT TILL YOU SEE HER from By Jupiter * HAVE YOU MET MISS JONES? from I d Rather Be Right ★ I’VE GOT FIVE DOLLARS from Ammca s
Sweetheart * MANHATTAN and MOUNTAIN GREENERY from Garrick Gaieties * MY HEART STOOD STILL and THOU SWELL and TO KEEP MV LOVE ALIVE from Con
necticut Yankee * SPRIHG IS HERE from I Married an Angel * TEN CENTS A DANCE from Simple Simon * THERE’S A SMALL HOTEL from On Your Toes * TINS
CANT BE LOVE from Boys from Syracuse * WITH A SONG 'N MV HEART from Spring is Here * YOU TOOK ADVANTAGE OF ME from Present *rm> A HUE MOON

Now

at HUGE SAVINGS

You Can Enjoy the Giants of Jazz . . .
Own Exclusive 1-of-a-Kind Recording»1

HERE’S the most eeneational
otter fn the world nt Jan! If you
act now, you may have thia big,
2-record high-fidelity album —
the incotuporuble Ella Fitzgerald
ainging the all-time great hits by
Rodger* and Hart — your* to
keep and enjoy ABSOLUTELY
FREE!
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greatest ahm» tunes of all time,
iinly Rodgs ■■ and Fieri ooukl
naw written th.'in — aud only
Mire Ell. ruuld aulo then- an
superbly!

Supervised by Norman Grane—
“Mr. Jau" Himaelf
Vou'II thrill to every Jazz ityle star era und
idiom — from West Coast rtvir to New Or
leans Dixieland, from lowdown Barrelhotsw io
cool Progressive from swinging Kansas City io
crisp Chitugo style
And every selection to
chosen end supervised by thr worid-famotv.
impresario of the "Jasa at the Philharmonic”
oncerts, Nonnsn Granx.
l atch mouth’s album will be described to you
in advenes. If you do not care for a particular
.election, yisi Merely uolifv us cm a -tanduid
torm. nnd it will not be sent. You agree to
buy just three records from the Society ami
you may resign, if you wWi any time after
hxng ao.
fn this way you build a “collector's library"
of great Jasa muría* »if your own rhoire

Proa Bonus Records As Weill
And you get FREE BONUS ALBUMS too*
Yee every time you buy two more records after
you fieri three purchaÍMe you get a 12* Irish
fidelity, long-play Jasa album FREE. (You
have your choice from an up-to-date Hat .if
album« for which you would gladly pey up to
<5.00 each in a atoro!)

You pay tally the regular price of 13.98 or
14.98 for rar® eelartinn you accept plus few
tent- 4uppmg Therefor <hi> boon ■ pier, ecmally makes your record investment go S0%
1arther t

Sand ter Year Big, Free Doutote-Altoaoi
■t Oncol
But this oOer may »ot be repeat») eoou again

Right now, raah the coupon for you
DOUBLEALBUM o> Ella F cxgereld
If not completely fc)i<hud return it in
and your membership will be cancaUed
AMERICAN RECORDING SOCIETY.
Jau Civilian. Dap* DB-3

100 Sixth Avenue. Naw York 13, N V.
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Out Of His Head ...
Grosse Point, Midi

Io the Editor:
Hats off to George Crater. I can't wait
to read the anecdotes and comments he
write*. I have enjoyed his comments and
always get a charge out of his ideas for
LP coven I agree with George in the
Mardi 6 issue about
keep it up:
Been reading Down Beat for two yean
and really enjoy it. 1 leally enjoy the
Cross Section. Please keep it up.
John Morrison
Wild About Harry ...

San Diego, Cal it

To the Editor:
In June of 1927, a 17-year-old Boston
boy named Harrv Carney, who played fine
alto sax (!!) joined Duke Ellington's
Washingtonians on a one-night stand at
Nodding-on-Charles in Waltham, Mau.
This coming June he will celebrate 31
yean with the Ellington orchestra.
It is my impression that Mr. Carney is
both reserved and reticent, qualities which
do not facilitate the task of the jazz jour
nalist Yet his remarkable career should be
more thoroughly publicized
Harry Carney is a most uncommon
man. As a musician he is a virtuoso of his

instrument, and surely he is one of the
most unf.ulingl) creative jazzmen (tan you
recall a jazz critic who ever dared criticize
his heartfelt improvisations?). As a human
being he displays such traits as loyalty and
dependability, and in my few personal
contacts I have found lum to be kind and
courteous. even many years ago ivhen a
no-talent kid (me) happened to be study
ing with the same music teacher.
Down Beat as a newt magazine, neces
sarily documents the antics of the snide,
supercilious, unlovely characters who hap
pened to inherit the right sets of genes
to become creative jazzmen. History re
cords the glum truth that many great
artists were pretty despicable human be
ings. All the more reason why the story
of a fine .<nd decent man named Harry
Carney, is such valuable reading for your
youngest reader* who will be tomorrow’»
jazzmen.
Hope this little tribute didn’t accumu
late too much saccharine along the way
Didn’t mean it to be too sticky!
I. L. Jacob*
All Those Words!

talking about in Im article How t-unky
Can You Get/ (Down Beat, March 6).
Il might help if in future ex cathedra
bulls, Mr. Ulanov would cite specific ob
jects of hi* anathema, lu the atoremeationed piece, is he. for example, putting
down Horace Silver or Sonny Rollins or
John Coltrane oi Philly Joe (one*—o,
may lie Tennessee Ernie?
Wishful Thoughts
New York City.

lo the Editor
Here are a few thing« I would like to
1. A picture of the Modern Jazz Quartet
smiling.
2. l^es Brown and liand appearing be
fore television camera on a Bob Hope
show.
3. Woody Herman playing something
besides Caldonia on TV.
\ few names to add to the growing Itai
o( LPs:
1. Swinging Sounds from Ellis Island,
featuring Steve Allen and Phil Silvers
on clarinet
2. Songs James Dean Would Have Liked
Had He Lived,
sung by Tab
Hunter
3. Ricky Nelson Sings Songs His father
Used to Sing on Radio.

-1. Battle Royal Featuring Sam (The
New York City

To the Editor
It may well be a deficiency in my ability
to comprehend conundrums, but I don't
know what the hell Barry Ulanov is

Man) Taylor Fs Lee Konitz.
5. John Philip Sousa's Marches as Done
by Pvt Elvis Presley.

And as a reward for all the noise of
(Continued on Page 6)
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Only two of the six fine clarinetista shown above agree as to choice of
facing—yet all agree that a Selmer mouthpiece is best for their inatrument and playing style. We think there are two major reasons why
Selmer mouthpieces are so popular They give you better ¡sound, and
a better sound control. You can actually hear the difference in clarity
and power, feel the difference in flexibility. Try one yourself—you’ll
see what we mean.
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the first chorus
______________________ By Jack Tracy

| After nine years behind this type
writer, 1 am leaving it to begin
doing what I have been writing
about for all that time. I am taking
over the EmArcy division of Mer
cury Records to produce their jazz
recordings.
I am not much in favor of farewell
columns, but I guess this will have
to be one in order that I can pub
licly express m\ thanks to some
people who made the last decade a
lot easier for me.
That list would have to be headed
by Ned E. Williams, the incumbent
editor when I joined the staff of
Down Beat and a man of infinite
patience who knew just when to
tighten the reins and say whoa.
It must also include the late
Charles Emge, for years the west
coast editor; Mike Levin, who
headed up the east coast operation;
John S. Wilson, who succeeded him;
Leonard Feather, a man who has
been deeply involved in jazz a lot
longer than even he probably cares
to remember; Ralph J. Gleason, al
ways a ready source of wit, infor
mation, and blarney, and George
Hoefer, jazz’ walking encyclopedia.
Probably the most satisfying part
of my job as editor the last 5i/2 years
was watching the development as
skilled critics of men I hired—Nat
Hentoff, John Tynan, Dom Cerulli,
and Don Gold. Too skilled, perhaps.
Cerulli’s first words upon learning
of the job I am stepping into were,
“Good. No matter what your first
record is, it gets two stars just so you
know how it feels to get your
knuckles rapped.”
I am indebted, too, to Down
Beat’s owner, John J. Maher, and
its publisher, Charles Suber, for
their confidence in me, a faith that
often must have been somewhat
strained.
But I guess I owe most to those
readers who have been buying
Down Beat in ever-increasing num
bers the last couple of years, and to
those who took the time to write
encouraging notes and expressions of
approval. There is nothing quite so
heartening as a letter saying, “I read
T>own Beat regularly, keep it com
ing.
ing,"” at a time when yc
you wonder
just who the hell is bi•uying and
reading what you turn out every
fortnight
I guess T probably have missed a
lot of people, but now I’ve gotta go
get mv knuckles rapped.

down beat

April 3, 1951
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------------ MUSIC NEWS---------------------------------------------------Newt of NawpoH; A contest sponsored by Riverside, Chubby heads oast; Westlake presents
•wards; the story of a poetess and the Duke; Brubeck abroad; ¡an at Brussels and AFM
troubles out west ere among the featured stories in the regular news roundup that begin on
pege 9.

------------ FEATURES------------------------------------OUT OF MY HEAD
Wisecracking George Crater offers more commentary on the music scene.

ST. LOUIS BLUES: THE CREATION OF A FILM
Georg* Garabedian. the mon behind th* him, tolls his story. Ry John Tynan.

W. C. HANDY: HIS OWN STORY
Th* blues composer discusses his life in ¡azz. By Dom Cerulli.

JONAH JONES: MUTED JAZZ
The experienced trumpeter remembers an exciting past. By Don Gold.

CHUCK WAYNE: NEW CONQUESTS
The broad development of o musician-composer By Dom Cerulli.

SARAH VAUGHAN: CROSS SECTION
Another in Don Gold's series on personalities in music.

---------- MUSIC IN REVIEW------------------Th« Blindfold Test (Elain« Loritlard)

31

• Jou Records

30

• Th« Hot Box (George Hooter)

34

• Jazz Best Salters

23

• My Favorite Jazz Record

29

• Radio-TV (Will Jonos)

38

• Pop Records
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Book Review
Chord» n«d Discords
Filmland Up Boot (John Tynan)

Th« First Chorus

(Jock Tracy)

High Fidelity (John Frigo)
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film by John Tynan and age on W. C. Handy,
whose life inspired it, by Dom Cerulli.
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Ulen Freed's show, let’s put him in an
echo chamber with Maynard Ferguson and
Cat Anderson dueting on Hot Canary and
turn on the full volume. Well have peace
at last.
Welcome Bill

Nutley, N J.
To the Editor:
Just a little bit of praise for one of the
country’s most tasteful D.J.’s. I'm speak
ing cf William B. Williams, WNEW, New
York
Here is a N.Y. disc jockey, on four
hours every day, who consistently avoids
the awful “top slop” that is so prevalent
in this area High standard pop music
album tracks, swing, and “polite jazz” are

his program material । Occasionally a real
swinger such as Party Bluer by Ella, the
Count and Joe Williams is often heard.)
For example, at the end of the year,
William B. presented the outstanding male
and female vocalists and band of the year.
(Le. F.S., Lena, and the Count.) But on
January 16, 1958, Mr Williams presented
the piece de renstance of his career—The
Benny Goodman Carnegie Hall jazx con
cert of 1938 This, on the 20th anniver
sary of its history-making debut (“sans”
commercials and in its entirety)
I am no great B.G. fan, bur I have a
full appreciation of his contribution to jazz.
If this is a sample of the year to come
then HALLELUJAH Congratulations to
William B. and WNEW.
Gerald I Goodman

DJs Need Help ...
Moundsville, W Va.
To the Editor:

I have been trying to promote jazz as
best I can. In the past few months I be
lieve that I have hit on the right chord.
Tom Schlosser and myself (Steve Stromp)
have been working in and out with jae
on our Cap and Gown which takes place
every Saturday afternoon from 12:30 to
5 p.m We devote a segment of the show
strictly to progressive jazz and we are
impressed with the response However,
we would like to go farther
WMOD is just starting to rise as a
prominent station. Our jazx files are in
creasing every day hut not as fast as we
wish it could We also would like re
leases, promotion tapes from progressive
artists and photos Wih the help of these,
we could increase the interest in jazz ia
the Ohio Valley.
We are college students and have quite
an audience from the surrounding collegeo. If our hopes eome about, it would
be another boost to the growth of jazz
in the Ohio Valley area We would like
do for
We're behind it and all we need is some
help. If the progressive artists would help
us. we would be more than willing to
plug their recordings.
Steve Stromp
Then And Now

Broaden
MODEL No 610
Furnithad complot» with six-foot connocting cable. Two
Pnon» Jack* pormil cable plug-in from either side. Four
rubber foot prevent slipping on highly polished Boon.

or the first time—archly perfected combination of

Uy designed by musicu

both Volume and Tone range. Spe<

musicians. Actuated by nylon gears and racks... minimi

dselevel

Elyria, Ohio.
To the Editor:
rhret’ cheers for Ted White’s article
on Elvis Presley and the American music
Things are in a bed
scene. I agree
state musically. Four years ago you could
go to a ballroom and see Stan Kenton
Les Brown, Hilly May, and other great
jaw bands of the era with all the best
sidemen. What dn vou get now? The
Diamonds, the Platters. And who knows—
one week maybe you'll get Art Gum and
his Rubberbands.
When I read Ted * article, 1 was listen
ing to Tom Brown, a Cleveland jazz disc
jockey, on the radio. Tom was playing
Over the Rainbow by Dizzy Gillespie.
This is the brand of music that deserves
a .hancr.
I am also 15 and have been playing
tenor sax for iltree yean. I'm just thank
fol rock ’n’ roll never got io me.
Butch Blake

no fabrication. Molded composition of
Willuwdale, Ontario

volume control assures longer life.

Rubber treads prevent foot slippage
'led to fit your foot.

Velini*» incrocwd or decreomd by up er down
motion. Ton» controllod by moving foot tideway*
... left for ban . .. right for treble.
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TOLEDO <?

OHIO

To the Editor:
Almost every time I read vour mag
there seem* to he something missing. Last
night while reading your Feb 20 edition,
a thought occurred to me. Why not start
a pen pal rhih for jaw fan* in your mag
azine, so jaw fans can correspond with
each other and give their opiniom on
jazz, artists, tvpe*. or anvthtng about the
music?
I mvseU have become a great jazz bn
and would like to correspond with ruber
it erested
people interested in jaw.
write to:
Pete Martin
100 Hillcrest Ave.,
\\ illowdale Ontario, Canada.
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NEW YORK
JAZZ: Johnny Hodges left Duke Ellington to w
with a small combo, probably with Billy Strayhorni
piano . . . Jackie Gleason cut a
Capitol LP in New York with 16
brass, 17 strings, reeds, and rhythm,
featuring Charlie \ cntura and Char
lie Shavers in solo spits . . . Lou
Walters is repirted purchasing the
Arcadia Ballroom lor a night club
. . . Sylvia Syms moves into the Bon
Soir late in February . . . Savov Records reports that its Down Beat ad
ottering an analysis of jazz piano by
John Mehegan drew 3.500 respinse*
Charlie Veni
. . Ella Fitzgerald is cutting an
hting Berlin songlxiok wih Paul Weston's orchestra I

uibsoq
STRINGS

Select the instrument
you really wont . . .

and play your very best—
with the finest quality strings.

Always use Gibson —- they re tops'

GtaSON, INC., KALAMAZOO. MICH

DOWN BEAT

Abbey Lincoln s European tour seems set for
spring, with dates already firmed in Stockholm . J
British bandleader Freddy Randall disbanded and
tired Iront music lor several months on doctor's ord
. . \\ hile Louis Armstrong was in Boston, he play
Bix Beiderbeckes cornet owned by Beiderbecke's siste
who lives in nearby Lexington . . . Evdie Gorme is
lor a guest shot on the March 11 Frank Sinatra TV
on \BC
. Ella Fitzgerald joins Benny Goodman a
Harrv James in NBC-TV's Swing Into Spring TV s
set lor April 9 . . . 1’he Roxy Theater, once home
bands and currently one of three New York theat
with stage shows, throws in the towel early in April a
switches
Cinemiracle
presentations. Th
leaves the stage action to the Apillo and Radio Cit
Music Hall.
Pianist Evans Bradshaw of Flint, Mich, was signed
an exclusive Riverside recording contract. Bradshaw
who grew up in Memphis. Fenn, with Phineas Ne
born, cut his first LP with Philly Joe Jones and W'ilb
Ware^. . Langston Hughes was signed to read piet
and prose to the jazz of Phineas Newborn and Charlie
Mingus at the Village Vanguard, starting early i
March . . . ...............
Corky Corcoran and....................................
bis quintet signed wit
Celestial Records . . . Timex will present another ja
spectacular on NBC-TV on April 3(1. Signed lor t
show so far are Jack Teagarden, Louis Annstron
1 he Dukes of Dixie. Anita O'Day, and Lionel Hampto
. Ralph Burns has written a clarinet concetto for
Benny Goodman's Swing into Spring TVer on NB
April 9 . . . British critic Stanley Dance is in the U.S
cutting mainstream jazz, which is big oyer there . .
Louis Armstrong cut an LP of spirituals lor Decca . .
XI Oihn is cutting a (.'oral session, written b\ Man
Albarn, with eight brass, a vocal section, ami rhyt
. . . Lennie Havton directed the band on Jeri Southernlj
first Roulette record . . . Billie Holiday is cutting a
LP for Columbia.
Riverside will cut a Johnny Griffin LP. with at lea
two duo tracks featuring Griffin and bassist Wilb
. Thelonious Monk yeas set to cut anoth
Riverside LP early in March. Plans called for Monk I
work with a quintet and sextet, and Johnny Griffi
and Wilbur Ware have been set for the sessions . ,11
Pepper Adams and a quintet, including Donald Bvrd
Doug Watkins, Alvin Jones, and Don Friedman, opene
at the Five Spot late in February*.. . Mary Ann McCa"
(Continued on Page 40)
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News Highlights

0 Newport News
• Chubby Heads East
0 Westlake Awards
• Brussels Jazz
• Wandering Brubeck
Newport Nights
.oms

plong look at the past affairs and
¡made a decision
Each evening concert. July 3
through July 6. would be coordinaied around a central lheme.
And- a Ithough the festival pro
gram w as in the early stages of settle
ment, a tentative i
nights was drafted
looked:
July 3—A tribute to Duke Eiling| ton. featuring the Ellington band
and as many of its former sidemen
could be assembled, including
:n Webster, (xrotie Williams, Lawmam more. In addition, such jazz
groups as Dave Brubeck and Miles
Davis would appear to play Duke's
music along with tributes of their

|xnt Jazz festival, jazz writers and
critics from all over the country will
meet in the Hotel Viking.
The call has been sent out by
Prof. Marshall Stearns, who said,
” This first critics symposium is
launched in the belief that jazz has
a significant history, a usable past,
and is a separate and distinct art
which should be judged by separate
and distinct standards.
“We feel that these meetings will
give further direction and unity to
critical writing on jazz, and bring
alxiut a greater understanding oi
one of America’s truly great native
arts.”
rhe tentative program calls for a
discussion of The Editor’s Point of
View, with papers to be presented
by representatives of such popularcirculation publications as Made
moiselle. (.rove Press, Life, Esquire,
and other's. Louis L. 1 .orillard. festival president, will moderate the
discussion.
The Musician’s Point of View will
Brubeck, Shelly Manne, Bill Russo,
Tony Scott, Duke Ellington, and
others, and will lx- mexlerated by
Rev. Norman O'Connor.

On Thursday, The Critics’ Point
o/ I iew will be discussed. Papers are
scheduled to be presented by Martin
W illiams, Rudi Blesh. John Mehegan, and others. The symposium will
close with a general meeting, at
which Mort Sahl will speak on the
subject, jazz critics.

It Must Be Jelly
Soinebodv somewhere is in line for
a 12-volume set of the Jelly Roll
Morion Library of Congress LPs.
Riverside* Records recently an
nounced that the label would award
a set to the jan fan submitting the
be->t lette*r on the subject: Why Jelly
Roll Morton Was a Great Figure in
|azz

Judges Marshall Stearns, Nat Hen
toff. and Martin Williams will decide
hich entry is winner. Label owners
Bill Grauer Jr. and Orrin Keepnews
announced that Riverside would re
imburse the purchase price of any
albums in the* set if already ]>unhased
bv the winner.
No immediate deadline* was placed
on the contest, but entries from Eng
land and Europe are already trickling

IWIi

I J uh 4—Bennv Gcxximan night,
featuring Gcxximan with a band,
land reuniling the clarinetist with
many of his former sidemen
I Juh 5—A blues night, with the
entire concert devoted to the blues,
line hided on the tentative talent ros
ter are Gount Basie. Dinah Wash[ton, Ray Charles, and many

July fi—All-star night, featuring
tvery available name in jazz, tenta
tively including such as Billy Eckdine and George Sheaiing.
Afternoon features will include a
tritics' choice concert, at which five
lajor jazz writers will present
roups they feel should be at Newort: and a concert featuring the in
rnational jazz band currently beng recruited by George Wein
Marshall Brown.
In all. the final program will
sent more than I50 jazz artists.

One For The Critics
■ On Wednesday, July 2. the
iore the first concert of the New

An enthusiasm for foil has spread throughout the «-orld According to the Polish embassy in
Washington, which forwarded this photo to Down Beat, this is a photo e’ Poland's dot all-girl jau
group Headed by Danuta Gapieniuk. tho group is known as ' The Clips Pout ".

U. S. A. MIDWEST
Chubby's Going
The television-addicted children
will miss him, but Chubby Jackson
has decided to return to New York
after several years in Chicago.
Jackson, who hosted the popular
Little Rascals TV show on ABC in
Chicago, recently decided to pack
up his basses, wife, and children, and
return to the land of his birth, ef
fective April 1.
He plans to work in the New York
area with his own jazz group, includ
ing bass trumpeter Cy Touff, as well
as serving as bassist-shouter for such
former associates as Ralph Burns and
Neal Hefti. He will head his own
quintet as a part ol the second Timex
IV jazz spectacular, set toi NBC-TV
on April 30.

New Face In Town
A vacation, a coincidence, and a
happy departure were the elements
in a recent change in staff vocalists
at CBS in Chicago.
The vacation was enjoyed by CBS
staff trombonist Paul Severson, in
Fargo, N.D. The coincidence was in
his hearing 23-year-old Pat Clark on
a Fargo station. Severson urged her
to come to Chicago to audition for a
spot at CBS.
Meanwhile, back at CBS, singer
Pat Scot was anxious to depart the
cast of the station’s nightly In Town
Tonight TV show to join her hus
band. satmst Mike Nichols, in New
York.
'
Miss Clark came to Chicago, au
ditioned, and won a two-year con
tract. Recently, she replaced Miss
Scot on the In Town Tonight show,
enabling the latter to join her spouse,
working clubs and television with his
compatriot in satire, Elaine May.
Naturally, Mike Nichols and
Elaine May recently acquired a
booking at Mister Kelly’s in Chicago,
beginning April 7. But Mrs. Nichols
isn’t complaining about any irony
involved.

Hands Across The Dial
Owners of two FM tuners were
on the receiving end of an experi
ment in stereo transmitting recently
in the Chicago area.
Two Chicago FM stations, WCLM
and WKFM, with the cooperation of
Replica Records, beamed a single
show simultaneously, utilizing Rep
lica’s pre-recorded tapes. The show
was emceed by WCLM’s jazz disc
jockey. Bob Bradford, who was one
of the influences in the programming
of the stereo show.
According to executives at WCLM,
the station had received numerous
10
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letters requesting such a broadcast,
based on a daily stereo FM scries
now being conducted on the west
coast.
The mail response to the initial
stereo broadcast has been sizeable
anand the stations are
other program, in the nope oi pro
ducing stereo shows on a regular
schedule in time.

Hall Of Fame Rush
In the Dec. 26, 1957 issue of Down
Beat, we announced our Benny
(roodinan Hall of Fame scholarship
plan, without being able to predict
the response.
The deadline, Feb. 28, brought a
halt to the acceptance of applica
tions, but not before a flood of them
had poured into Down Beat’s Chi
cago office. Musicians and students
from throughout the world applied
for the scholarship, which covers
study at Boston’s Berklee school of
music.
Applications were received from
Panama, Austria. New Zealand,
Japan, Australia, Denmark, Chile,
Poland, South Africa, and from serv
icemen in many other countries.
The winner of the scholarship will
be announced in an upcoming issue
of Down Beat.

U. S. A. WEST
Westlake Winners
For the past five years, Holly
wood’s Westlake College of Modern
Music has made annual awards to
individuals in music for outstanding
achievements.
Last month the results were in
and Westlake’s awards for 1957 went
to the following figures:
Jazz instrumentalist of the year,
decided the college board headed
by director Alvin J. Learned, is Bill
Perkins, Stan Kenton tenor man and
Westlake graduate.
Marshall Browm won the educa
tional award: Eydie Gorme was
judged best singer; top television
show was deemed KABC-TV’s Stars
of Jazz, with emcee Bobby Troup
and producer Jimmy Baker named
as recipients; most notable band
leader of the past year went to Stan
Kenton: Billy May was named top
arranger.
Selected for the composer award
was another Westlake graduate, Bill
Holman, while a special award was
made to Mrs. Louis L. I-orillard for
. . contributing monetary help and
soc ial position to establish the yearly
(Newport) music festival that has
done the most to bring jazz the re
spect of all America.”
Fittingly, the presentations were
made to the winners on Stars of Jazz.

New Strike Pitch
To picket or not to picket?
.As their first strike against the
motion picture industry moved into
its second week, musicians of Holly,
wood’s Local 47 awaited word from
president James C. Petrillo and the
AFM international executive board
that would put teeth in their action
and picket signs in their hands.
As the result of collapse of nego
tiations in New York last month be
tween the federation and the biggest
Hollywood producers, the musicians,
whose livelihood depends on movie
studio work, were without a contract
as of Feb. 20. Shortly thereafter, the
AFM’s contract with the majority
of independent producers also ex
pired.
Kicked off by a wire, from Petrillo
to coast federation representative
Phil Fisher, the musicians’ strike
affected M-G-M, Paramount, 20th
Century-Fox, Columbia, and Warner
Bros, as well as independents Walt
Disney studios and Allied Artists.
The latter company has never main
tained a contracted studio orchestra.
Eliot Daniel, president of local
47, told a press conference that the
major pioducers declared during the
New York negotiations they didn’t
want any contracted studio orchestras, Moreover, said Daniel, it became increasingly obvious that “. . .
there was no intent to make any
kind of agreement,” on the pro
ducers’ part. When the AFM made
its demand for a 20 percent increase
in the total number of studio musi
cians now employed (237 instrumen
talists plus arrangers, copyists, etc.,
amounting to a total of about 300V
the producers countered with a
package deal including a 5 percent
blanket increase in wages but no in
crease at all in the work force.
Daniel revealed also that, for the
first time, Petrillo agreed to cut the
music performance trust funds take
of five percent from the showing of
old movies on television. The union
chief told the producers he was will
ing to give up 2 percent of this fee as
added inducement to them to accept
the AFM’s demands.
In face of the absence of a picket
ing oader from Petrillo, Daniel was
asked, did he think any strike could
succeed without picketing? Said the
local president, I have no opinion
on that,” adding that he imagined
it was being discussed in New York.
Vital to the AFM picketing the
studios, of course, is the touchy ques
tion of support from other allied
unions. If other unions, such as the
IATSE, fail to honor AFM picket
lines, the musicians* strike seems
doomed to failure. If the different
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unions unite in support of the musi
cians, thereby completely halting
production, it is considered possible
that some of the shakier studios will
dose up shop altogether.
With the movie business uncertain
todav as it is. no more inopportune
time for striking could be imagined
Meanwhile, the silent horns of the
studio musicians began more and
more to resemble those of the clas
sical dilemma

THE WORLD
Brussels Sprouts Jazz

An early gloom over the prospects
of jazz being featured at the Brus
sel's World’s fair was dispelled early
in March.
With the Newport Jazz festival
supplying jazz talent, at the request
of the U. S State Department, it
appeared that the United States
would be well represented with its
significant contribution to the arts.
Poetess And The Duke
Already set for America day at the
fair was louis Armstrong and his
Since the early ’40’s, poet-composer
All-Stars, who will hold forth on
Fran Kelley has had an association
Louis’, and the U. S.’ birthday, July
of sorts with the Duke Ellington or
4, in the 70,000 seat Heysel stadium
chestra. Last month the long associa
Eor other official American days,
tion with Duke was tangibly cement
the Newport festival will supply
rd by a mutual agreement whereby
Sarah Vaughan and a host of other
Miss Kelley joine d the Ellington or
Th« search for young musicians in 20
jazz names, assuring the art repre
ganization “. . . to collaborate on European countries for the Newport |an festi
several special projects” w'ith the vol is now being conducted by festival vice sentation during the July 29-Aug. 3
period.
president George Wein, and Marshall Brown,
leader and arranger Billy Strayhorn
Impresario Norman Granz has
During the band’s engagement in shown here with Mrs Biown. The threesome
began their search, which will include efforts
February at the Chi Chi in Palm to penetrate the iron curtain, recently in done his bit to place jazz before the
Springs, Calif., Miss Kelley and Lisbon, Portugal They are pictured above world as an American art Granz’
Jazz at the Philharmonic is sched
Ellington did some writing together, shortly before departing from New York
uled to appear at Brussels June 16,
after which Billy Strayhorn was
scheduled to join them for further at various locations in the Los An- with such as Roy Eldridge, Dizzy
Gillespie, Coleman Hawkins, Stan
projects in New York next month.
geles area. Alger wants the Cabaret Getz, Sonny Stitt, Jo Jones, the Oscar
From 1953-57, Fran Kelley has
. to be a showcase for the talents
been west coast representative for of a group of artists to which I be Peterson trio, and Ella Fitzgerald
Metronome magazine. She has most long. Our paintings are directly in aboard.
Benny Goodman and his band are
recently been writing poetry, two fluenced by jazz music,” he explains,
albums of which are to be recorded “and we trust they point in the same scheduled to be presented from May
25 to 31 under sponsorship of the
this month on Decca with musical esthetic direction
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
accompaniment by the Fred Katz
“The basic idea behind out ex
Duke Ellington and his orchestra,
group.
hibition at the Cabaret,” he con set to tour Europe for eight weeks
Long a familiar figure on the west tinues, “is simply for artists to be
in April bv Granz, may also work in
coast music scene, Miss Kelley in shown in as many diversified places
appearances at the fair.
1949 sold her Fran-Tone record as possible while keeping the prices
In addition, there are plans to
label to Capitol Records. She was of the pictures as low’ as possible.” present
Erroll Garner, Kai Wind
musical therapist at the Kabat- Paintings at the Cabaret range in
ing’s group, a Birdland tour pack
Kaiser institute. Santa Monica, price from around S40 to $100
age starring Miles Davis, Buddy De
Calif., and lectured on jazz at the
Among the artists currently ex Franco, and Bud Powell at the fair
University of California at Iz>s hibiting at the club are Alger him
Angeles where she produced that self, Anthony Scibella (whose huge (luring the summer.
school’s first series of jazz concerts. Nothin’ But Trouble And the Blues Our Wandering Jazzmen
1945-49.
abstract dominates the bandstand) ,
Dave Brubeck, who spent most of
Rick Vallin, Saul White, Charles February playing concerts in Europe,
Like Art, Man
Newman, Alan Francis. Sam Dixon, added 10 weeks to his overseas tour.
Fine art paintings are becoming and David Axelrod.
On March 6, he went behind the
increasingly familiar as decor in
Iron Curtain with his group, to open
some of the better jazz rooms on the
a concert series which would bring
west coast. The Lighthouse. Her
him to the east Opening concert in
mosa Beach, has long featured orig
the tour was at Warsaw’, Poland.
In the recent listing of Down
mal oils, mostly by Rodney Bacon;
Later concerts were scheduled for
Beat’s screen awards for 1957,
during The Tiffany’s last days as a
key Middle East countries, and
jazz club, main paintings were hung
we listed 3:10 to Yuma as “the
India.
in exhibition.
film in which music was used
Meanwhile, both Al Hibbler and
to best advantage tn enhance
Extending this alliance between
Sarah Vaughan are England-bound.
narrative value.”
painting and jazz, both the Light
Hibbler opens his British tour March
house and Hollywood’s Jazz Cabaret
23, and Vaughan opens her tour
The award goes to George
dub are now initiating regular ex
Duning, whose name was in
April 13. Abbev Lincoln will tour
hibitions with the aid ol profes
advertently dropped from the
Scandinavia in the spring.
sionals in the art gallery field.
announcement.
And Harry Belafonte is tentatively
Guiding light behind the Cab
set for a tour of Great Britain and
Our congratulations to Dun
aret's art program is painter Rod
the continent in August and Sep
ing.
Alger, w’hose work has been shown
tember.

We Goofed
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my head
By George Crater
Music lovers will be interested to learn that Roulette
Records is very excited about a new single called,
Screamin' Ball at Drai ula Hall.

Press release: “ ‘1 just killed a man and I’d like to
come over and confess on the Mike Wallace shots Ted
Yates, 2(>-y ear-old prcxlucer of the Mike II allace Inter
view ori ABC-TW has heard a lot of strange things on
the phone since he teamed up with .TV’s most talkedabout interviewer oyer two years ago, but this, he claims,
was the most startling call he ever got. ‘Before I could
get my vex al chords unlimbered and start asking ques
tions,' says Aates. 'the guy changed his mind and hung
UP
.
.
.
“‘He never did call back, he says wistfully. Would
have made a great shew’.
Sure.
A feyv more contributions for John Wilson’s fine, The
World of Jazz, program on New York’s WQXR: hus
band and wife trombone teams: After Bird—What?;
originals based on / Got Rhythm: the decline and fall
of the jazz violin; what if there were no cymbals?; the
enigma of the xylophone, and sound-alikes.

Continuing to be of service to AxR men, here’s a
start on «in LP which could be titled Music for Small
Bettors: I Could Write a Rook: I’ve Got Five Dollars;
lust One More Chance; I've Got Plenty of Nutt in’; 720
in the Books; Solitaire; I'll See You Again; My Rocking
Horse Ran Away; You Can’t Keep Running; How
Much is that Doggie in the Window, and any old blues.

Funnv thing alxiut a major radio-TV network: it
won’t let a vocal quartet's records lx- played because of
a McCarthy-era inc ident, but will carry a commercial
jingle on which this same group appears.
This, of course, raises the delicate question: Is a
blacklist a blacklist when there’s money involved?
Max Gordon of the Village Vanguard in New York
tells this incident:
One night recently, at about 8 o’clock, two couples
walked into the empty s,xit and ordered chicken sand
wiches, bacon and tomato sandwiches, tea all around,
and one gin rickey. They sat around atvhile, then sum
moned their waiter. “When does the Beat Generation
go on?” they asked. “We’re looking for sex, booze, and
12
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And speaking of the Beat Generation, here’s a late
rejxirt.
One of the heroes ¿>1 the Beat cult, whose rvriting
and poetry reading have divided critics into two camps,
achieved some sori of special distinction in February,
when he wras thrown out of a downtown New York
night club for the second time. “The first time I threw
him out.” the owner said, “I didn’t know w’ho he was.
1 thought he was a bum The second time convinced
nit 1 was right the first time.”

Nesuhi Ertegun of Atlantic, continuing his efforts to
sell his like-new Jaguar, had the auto appraised and
inspected recently According to reports, he found a
Buddy Bolden cylinder in the glove compartment.
in case you haven’t seen the report in your local news
paper, Walter Cronkite of CBS has discovered that rock
’n roll has been banned in Iran because of hip injuries
to the dancers, and in Egypt because it has been de
clared “against public morals.”
Political theorists are warned not to attempt to relate
this to tiny phase of U. S. foreign policy.

This I Believe: There should be an exchange pro
gram for tenor men between the two coasts; this could
result in more inspired LPs in both areas ... A major
record company should record Bill Russo’s symphony
. . . More jazzmen should read newspapers . . . The
Newport jazz festival board should book its inter
national jazz band (now being formed in Europe) into
the Brussels fair . . . Gil Evans should be contracted to
write arrangements for the Stan Kenton band . . . RCX
Camden Records should continue to supplement the
How of reissued material with LPs by new’ talent, such
as the recent Nancie Malcomb set. At the SI.98 price,
consumers could be successfully introduced- to many
bright young performers . . . Afore Swedish jazzmen
should be iny ited to the U. S.
More LP cover ideas: a Lawrence Welk LP—a photo
of Alice Lon and the Lennon sisters playing blackjack
on the steps of the Lincoln memorial; a Lester Lanin
LP— a group of dock workers picketing, carrying posters
with photos of Igor Stravinsky; a ( harlie Shavers T.P—a
photo of Moondog shaving a poodle with a kitchen
knife; A Jazz Messengers LP—a photo of a shipboard
shu tileboard game between Josephine Bakerand Walter
Winchell.

St. Louis Blues
By John Tynan
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George Garabedian and Nat Cole:
The Story Of a Hollywood Film

■ Were it not for the school inte
gration crisis in the south, St. Louis
Blues might never have been pro
duced until after W. C. Handy’s
death if even then. It was, in fact,
a determined Hollywood recording
executive who convinced a skeptical
Handy that the time was now.
But screen credits don’t always
cover, or uncover, the full roster of
those who figure importantly behind
a motion picture. In the credits of
St. Louis Blues, the eyes vainly
search for the name of the person
who was a prime moving force be
hind the idea of building a motion
picture around Handy’s career.
Three years ago. the notion of a
Handy film already had germinated
in the mind of George Garabedian,
president of Chevron Records, a
small independent label swimming
w ith the tide of a booming industry .
Similar plans had taken hold of
others. “When I first approached
Handy about doing a picture based
on his life,” said Garabedian, “it
was Easter, 1955. I knew he’d been
approached by others, and during
our first phone conversation. Handy
confirmed that. Ed Murrow was re
ported interested in producing a
television show around him Oscar
Hammerstein, too, was supposed to
be planning a Broadway show on
Handy’s life.”
Why Handy, in particular?
“Well,” Garabedian recalled, “at
the time, I just couldn’t think of any
other Negro musician of great stat
ure whose life had such dramatic
impact.
“For a long time I’d had a nagging
urge to get a film produced—in an
accurate, truthful manner —on a
really outstanding Negro musician
hi Handy, I felt I had the ideal
subject. But first 1 had to get Handy
on my side. He’d never agreed to
previous propositions; I had to con
vince him that this was the time for
his filmed biography.
“From the outset, Handy never
regarded the planned picture from
the viewpoint of personal gain. Of
this I’m thoroughly convinced. He
looked upon the project idealisti
cally, as being of benefit to his
|x*ople.
“Previously, he had always felt
that the time wasn’t quite pro
April 3
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pttious. But at the period when I
approached him, the question of
school integration in the south was
becoming sharper and getting more
and more pubbat'y. This encouraged
him and led to my success where
others had failed.'
‘ From the ven
phasized Garabedian, “Handy
wanted the projected picture to be
an honest conception of what had
actually happened to him. During
the period of our initial correspond
ence on the matter, when we exchanged reams of letters covering
every facet of the question, I real
ized that he wanted an honest por
trayal of himself and his life ”
For six months, Garabedian laid
the groundwork for the film, both in
his own concept of what it should
portray and in his letters to the
aging, blind composer.
“It was clearly understood between
us that the picture should be a warm,
honest story,” he said. “Handy real
ized, of course, that certain liberties
might have to be taken with the
biographical details. This invariably
is necessary for dramatic value when
a straight biography is translated for
the screen or stage.”
Late in August, 1955, Garabedian
look his next step. All along he had
envisioned Nat Cole as most suitable
to play the Handy role.
‘To be quite frank,” he admitted.
at first I had a little doubt as to
Cole’s acting capabilities. At the
time he had never made a picture—
I’d never seen him act. After seeing
him in the short (The Nat King
Cole Story) he made for Universal
International, however, I was posi
tive he could carry off the part with
conviction

this end, Garabedian
proached Carlos Gastel, Cole’s man
ager, with the proposal that Nat play
Handy. Both Gastel and Cole were
enthusiastic—and when presented
with the idea, so was the composer.
In October, Gastel flew to New
York and met with Handy in the
latter's Yonkers home. He returned
to the coast to report to Garabedian
that a verbal deal had been made,
that “Handy was willing to go along
with the idea” of having Cole in the
starring role. All that remained, it
seemed, was to iron out the legal
details.
For months, the legal laundering
continued. Then, in January, 1956,
Garabedian received an ’abrupt”
note from Handy’s attorney to the
effect that the deal was off. À frantic
phone call from Garabedian to
DOWN BEAT

George Washington in the background.

Handy produced nothing but reas
surance from the composer that their
previous agreement remained un
affected.
“Handy being a gentleman of
great integrity, an honest and re
ligious man, I was certain that his
word was his bond.”
Garabedian need not have been
alarmed, for in October, 1956. Gastel
and associates completed a deal to
produce the picture in which Gara
bedian was to have an interest
“The reason for the legal hangup,”
Garabedian disclosed, "was that
Gastel’s attorneys had offered Handy
an unacceptable deal. Later, when
negotiations ran into a dead end,
they approached Handy with modi
fied requirements and. from then on.
it was clear sailing.”
Long before final settlement of an
agreement, Garabedian made a tour
of every major studio in Hollywood
and all the big agencies, endeavoring
to arouse interest in producing the
film.
“Nobody was interested,” he said.
'No studio <n town would touch an
all-Negro picture It was generally
understood that both Carmen Jones
and Cabin in the Sky had lost money,

and the studios just couldn’t see it
"Bui in recent years Negro acton
had begun to make a place for them
selves in Hollywood A case in point
is the short Nat made for U-I.”
Finally, Paramount’s Robert Smith
agreed to take on production, pend
ing approval by the studio’s New
York lome office.
"After much thought—and a rec
ord-smashing stint at New York’s
Paramount by Nat Cole,” said Gara
bedian wryly, "the New York bosses
finally decided that a Handy picture
starring Cole would be very com
mercial. Smith got the go-ahead, and
at last the film was on its way.”
After years of preparation and
planning, how did it feel to Gara
bedian to be excluded from further
participation in the film that was to
become St. Louts Blues?
"Naturally, it was a great disap
pointment not to be allowed to fol
low through with the movie after
laying the groundwork,” he an
swered. "It was sort of an empty feel
ing to see it out of my hands now.
But at least I felt some sense of satis
faction in the hope that the picture
would measure up to what Handy
and myself wanted it to be "
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illiam Christopher Handy,
the Father of the Blues, lives quietly
these days in a comfortable, twoitory white house in Yonkers, N. Y.
It's a pleasant, half-hour train
ride from Grand Central station to
Tuckahoe. The train passes through
a section of Harlem, the Bronx, and
Westchester county. The crowded
tenements and dirty gray snow of the
city give way quite suddenly to unduttered suburbs and antiseptically
white snow.
Handy’s home is on a hill about
10 minutes* drive from the station.
The trail that began in a log cabin
in Florence, Ala., in 1878 has led
to this handsome house not far
from the city where every day
someone plays one of his songs for
an audience.

Although totally blind and con
fined to a wheel chair, Handy seems
cheerful, bright, and certainly as
alert as a much younger man. He
looked forward to a trip to St. Louis
for the premiere of the film, St.
Louis Blues, based on his life and
his music.
His life began in the rural area
of Florence and he seemed, under
parental guidance, to be set for a
career in the church, or perhaps as
a teacher but certainly not in music.
His father objected to a life in
music, and musicians were generally
thought of in those times as un
reliable and fast-living.
But there was an enchantment
for music in Handy that would not
be denied.
“I always liked circus bands,” he
recalled with a smile. “I would

IV. C. Handy’s
Story Of
The Blues
By Dom Cerulli
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watch the parades ol minstrel bands.
1 formed a love lot band music and
always wanted to play trumpet
“In those days—now, this was 75
years ago—they had no organ or
piano in the public school. My
teacher was a graduate of Fisk uni
versity, a member of the first class.
And his hobby was vocal music. I
got my training in reading music
from the sol-fa system. That made
it easy to read band music.
“A circus band leader stayed on
in Florence and began teaching
boys. I learned the fingering for a
trumpet by looking in the window
while he was teaching.
“My first cornet cost SI.85, and I
learned to play it without my
father’s approval. That early vocal
training in school and in church
choirs helped me to learn to play
almost all the instruments.”
He reminisced about his days as
a member of Mahara’s Minstrel
Men, where he received much of his
early experience, and where he be
came a professional musician.
"There were between 30 and 50
men in the band, including reeds,
Hutes, brass,” he said. “We played
heav v march music, before Sousa’s
music became ingrained in the
minds of the United States musicians.”
The show' would start in Chicago
and cover the west, alxmt 700 miles,
up the Pacific coast almost to the
Klondike. It played Mexico, Cuba,
and as far east as Ohio and West
Virginia. Down into the south,
down to Florida.
The troupe
»lucked the New England states.
"The south liked our shows.”
Handy said, "and we made more
mono in the south and west. In
New England, they seemed to like
a different kind of music.
“We had singers, dancers, female
impersonators, and later some of
the best women artists. And we had
good musicians, men from all over
the country.
“Do vou know where we found
the best musicians? In the deep
south—Mississippi. Ixniisiana, Ten
nessee. and Kentucky.
“The south seemed to be great
lovers of music, especially of dance
music. Negro musicians would be
sent to Haiti or France to learn to
lead music. In those areas, the
Negroes served the aristocrats of the
»outh with their musicianship. In
turn, these musicians would teach
what they had learned.”
They would play 17 dances,
Handy recalled, which are never
used today — lancers, quadrille,
mazurka, polonaise, minuet were
some of them. They wouldn’t look
DOWN BEAT

to New York for good musicians.
They got some from Philadelphia,
but in the minstrel days they could
get better ones in the south.
"On a show recently,” the com
poser, recalled, "someone asked Nat
Cole whether 1 had training as a
musician, and Nat said that hr
didn’t know what constituted a
trained musician in those days.

With Horn in Hand

“Well, the systems are different
now. But we learned by doing.
When I started, I began playing
with an orchestra. Playing those 17
dances for society and the blue
bloods of the south was the founda
tion of my training. That is a cer
tain kind of rigid training you
don’t get now.
“My grandfather on mv mother’s
side was blind, but he could make
a coffin, a hoe handle, boots, shoes.
The shoes he sent to the governor
of Alabama were always a jjerfect
fit. He knew his work.”
Negroes got their training from
the service they rendered to the
whites. Handy said, whether it was
in music or in making boots.
“Why, with our kind of musicians
we played theaters, and even played
mass in a Catholic church,” he said.
Handy recalled that he wrote for
his own band because bv playing his
compositions, which proved tre
mendously popular, his band gained
a huge following and earned more
money.
“We played dances,” he said, “but

we played just about everything. I
was blessed with two boys Iron
Pensacola, Fla., who could really
play violin. They had played in
New York . . . colored men in white
theaters. That was the class of
musician we had in the south.
“We used to play the heaviest
marches, then turn around and play
Bohemian Girl or selections from
Verdi,” Handy said, chuckling. "We
had Jim Turner from Memphis, and
he would drink. But Mahara had
him play ballad solos, and we never
knew what he was going to play.
But he was naturally gifted. He
always played beautifully.”
Handy has written scores of song»
and is still writing. But of all 1ms
compositions, he admits with a
twinkle that Memphis Blues is his
favorite.
“That was a real hard-luck tune,
he recalled. "1 went through much
with it Had many uglv experiences,
but I still feel it as more musician
ship in it than St. Louis Blues. I
fuel about Memphis Blues like a
mother toward a wav ward son.”
Behind Handy’s feelings for
Memphis Blues, which originally
was written as Mr. Crum b, was a
bitter experience in wlnich an
unscrupulous publisher swindled
Handy out of tne song for $50 and
later refused the composer permis
sion to print the music in his first
edition of a hook on the blues.
After the initial 28-year copyright
was up, Handy reclaimed his song,
but its fruits during that time were
lost to him. He formed a publish
ing firm after this experience and
published his own compositions
and orchestrations.
“It wasn't a difficult song to
write,” he said “I put so much m
it on a cigar stand in Pee Wee’s
saloon in Memphis. That was a
musicians’ hangout since Civil war
clays. Pee Wee would stake musi
cians, look after their instruments,
lend them money . . .
“I wrote it out on the cigar stand
and made orchestrations so the mm
could take it out and play it. It
was verv popular.”
(Handy asked what my favorite
composition of his is, and when 1
replied Yellow Dog Blues, he smiled
broadly and said, “I wish vou could
have seen my band when we did
that.” He hummed the melody and
said, “You should have seen the
violins here, with all the bows
going at once on those figures. Joe
Smith’s band made a recording of
it on Victor, and I believe Ted
Lewis was on that hand.”)
(Continued on Page 42)
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JONAH AND THE WAIL
By Don Gold
■ Robert Elliott J ones, better
known as Jonah, has a memory that
encompasses much of the history of
jazz in America.
The 48-year-old trumpeter has
been a part ol jazz since his high
school days in Louisville, Ky. His
first full-time job m music was with
Wallace Bryant's band on a Missis
sippi riverboat, in 1929.
was tn school in Louisville,
laying in a 65-piece school band,"
ones recalled. "One day this boat
-the Island Queen—cruising from
Cincinnati to New Orleans, came
through town, on its way down the
Ohio river to the Mississippi.
Brvant was looking for a trumpet
man for $40 a week, plus rtxnn anti
board. He offered me a job, but I
didn’t want to go without my buddv,
a trumpet man named Granger.
Brvant offered Granger the job then,
but he said, 'Not unless Jonah goes.’
So Bi v ant took two trumpets. We
just sat up there with Leo, the third
trumpeter, who’s in Paducah today.
‘There were two written »arts,
and rhe third trumpet would fill.
People talked about us, and we got
chesty.
Then, in October, we
reached New Orleans. Granger and
I went into a place called the
Runona about 1 a.m. There was
a cat playing trumpet, and we blew
him off the stand. The place was
crowded.

f

“When I finished one chorus, I
heard a horn way in the back, blow
ing lovely, all of Louis’ things. He
had on overalls and an old cap.
When he was through, we ran like
rabbits. I never did know who he
was. And I always can hear him
blowing. He had the most beautiful
horn, engraved, but he looked more
ragged than a bowl of sauerkraut."
On future cruises up and down
the river, Jones heard other musi
cians. Then he decided to return
home to Louisville. Shortly after
his return, he accepted an offer to
join Horace Henderson's band tn
Cleveland. ("Roy Eldridge and Joe
Thomas, then playing alto, were
with the band,” Jones recalled.) He
remained with the Henderson band
until he found himself stranded in
Buffalo, N. Y., when the band broke

After a stint with Wesley Helvey'
band in 1930, Jones decided to re
main in Buffalo.
“Jimmie Lunceford came through
Buffalo and stayed awhile,” he re
membered. “I liked the music his
ing. I used to listen
band was ।
liked the sound, and
to rehearsal
I always wanted to play with a big
band like this.”
In 1931, he replaced Paul Web
ster in the I.unceford band.
"I liked the way Jimmie handled
his men,” Jones said. "When some-

one gave you a bottle, you had to
take it to Jimmie, and he’d give you
how much he thought you could
handle. Some guys got nothing.”
After several months with Lunceford, Jones was tempted by an otter
to join Stuff Smith's combo.
"I had a hard time giving my
notice to Jimmie,” |onah said, "but
Stuff kept saying he had a job for
me. I started getting in debt, so I
accepted his job so my wife would
stop giving me hell about our bills.
In those dayi,
_
playing tenor with Stuff I enjoyed
working with Stuff, but I wanted to
go with a big band again.
“Jimmie called me and told me he
felt his band would do all right.
Joe went with it, but I didn’t. The
next thing I knew, the band was
in the Cotton club. Was I sick! The
band was broadcasting, and I was
giving my wife hell for my being
in Buffalo for S35 a week.
"Finally, Stuff organized a big
band, and we went to New York
We had a good band, but it wasn't
tune for it. and we didn't make it.
One by one, the guys made it back
to Buffalo. All of us joined Lil
Armstrong in the band she had at
the Vendome there. We had a
wonderful band; it’s a shame
wasn’t recorded. We toured the mid
west, but that ran out after six
months.

“1 joined McKinney’s Cotton
Pickers for a few months," Jones
said, “then joined Stuff again at the
Silver grill in Buffalo. He offered
me $21 a week, because he was only
getting $25. We worked up some
nice things. And if I wanted to take
some chickens home, the boss would
let me. So I settled down, because
that traveling was too rough.
“Then, Ben Bernie came through
with Dick Stabile. Dick said out
group would be fine at the Onyx tn
New York. We didn’t believe it.
But Stabile said he'd get us in there.
We finally did get an offer to make
it but didn’t believe it even then
We did make it to New York and
got $75 a week, plus doubling at
the Roxy, where scale was $142 at
the time.”
Some of the men did a radio show
three times a year Edgar Sampson
did the arranging, Jonah recalled,
and Ben Webster, Sandy Williams,
Cozy Cole, Clyde Hart, and John
Kirby played with them. Ella Fitz
gerald was the vocalist. It was dur
ing this initiation to New York jazz
that Jones met Bunny Berigan
"I met Bunny on 52nd St.," he
said. “He was working with Red
McKenzie then. It was 1936. I
thought he was a great guy. Louis
and Roy and Bunny were the
greatest things I’d ever heard. I’d
never heard a white trumpet player
play like Bunny did.
“I first heard him at a rehearsal.
He was playing, and I turned
around. I said, ‘Man, are you white?’
He said, ‘Man, I don’t know; are
you?’ We got to be real ti^ht friends.
He had so much warmth in his play
ing. But when I bragged about him
and took someone to hear him. he’d
be so juiced and would be a drag.
You had to keep listening to him.
so you could catch him when he was
on his way, instead of being already
there.
“Once I discussed trumpet with
Louis, and he said, ‘You know that
white boy—Bunny—downtown? He’s
biowin' that horn.' Bunny was a
great guy, but he dogged himself.
I remember when we would finish
at 4 a.m. on 52nd St., we’d go up
to Lenox Ave. where nobody knew
us, with just a guitar player. We’d
play ’til daylight once or twice a
week I haven’t heard nobody like
Bunny since."
After his first trip to New York
with Stuff Smith, Jc) nes.. after the
stand with McKinney's Cotton
Pickers, rejoined Smith and remained with him until 1940. In that
year, he joined Benny Carter’s band.
Of Carter, he said:
DOWN BEAT

“Benns could hear every instru
ment. You just couldn’t get away
with anything. You had a better
chance to learn things with his
band than with most others."
The job with Cartel was followed
by one with the Fletcher Henderson
band.
“Working for Fletcher was like

Strong

Upper Lip

going to school,” he said. “The book
was there when you got there. You
had to learn it, because he wasn’t
going to change the book for you.”
During tliis ¡reriod in his career,
Jones had the opportunity to watch
a young Dizzy Gillespie in action.
“I met Dizzy in Washington,
D. C., in the late ‘80s,” Jones re
called. “and we used to talk music.
In ’41, 1 got an offer from Cab
Calloway, but I couldn’t make it, so
I told Diz about the job, and he got
it. In a little while I went with
Cab, too.
“Diz was changing from playing
like Roy to a lot of cant study
things. He was looking for new
sounds and chords. We were good
friends, .ind he’d have me trying
these things. But nobody’s ear was
tuned to it, and when he’d play a
funny break, the whole band would
turn around, and Cab would get
angry“Diz would show me, and I’d
play it, too. Cab would holler.
‘You, too?’ Then he’d say, ‘I’m not
paying my monev for that.’ I didn’t
have Dizzy’s nerve, 1 guess. I knew
he must be doing something, but
I had to protect my job and family.
Nobody in the band could figure out
Dizzy’s music.
“Dizzy and I would make paper
wads and keep ’em in our derbies.
We’d shoot them at the heads of

the guys blowing down front
There’d be paper all over the stage.
One night in Hartford, Cab told
Dizzy he was tired of the antics.
And after the curtain. Cab and Dizzy
went for each other. Cab got cut
on his hand and hit his leg against
a trunk. He fired Diz. I tola Cab
I threw the wads, but it didn't do
any good."
Jones recommended Gillespie to
Charlie Barnet and recalled the
latter’s reaction: “That’s the guy
that cut Cab and plays those funny
notes.”
“But before long,” Jonah sai
“the same cats who had put him
down wanted Diz and couldn’t pay
him enough.
“I love Dizzy because 1 know what
he went through to get across, and
I think it takes more heart than 1
have to get it across.'
Jones remained with Calloway’s
band until 1952. He worked at tne
Embers in New York with
Bushkin. Then he joined
Hines’ group, with Benny G
Tommy Potter, Harold Clark (later
Aaron Sachs), and Art Blakey 1 at y
Osie Johnson). In 1958, he worked
in the Porgy and Bess pit band. "It
was the hardest score on Broadway,r
he recalled.
In 1954, Gerry Mulligan, Thelo
ous Monk and he went to play
Paris Jazz festival. “They pi•ut me i
a Dixie group,” Jones said, “but
modern cats wanted me. (Charles)
Delaunay said he paid money f
me to play Dixie. But I said I
a swing player who could bend to
Dixie or modern.
"I worked two weeks at the
Olympia Music hall, headlining the
bill, and made some records with
Bechet. 1 went to Belgium, with
five or six French musicians, in a
Dixie group. I played in a casino
that was greater than any place I’ve
ever seen—twice a night, 25 minutes
each. It was beautiful.
“I did a few concerts and more
records around Paris, then came
home.”
His return from Europe marked
the beginning of a new career for
Jones—heading his own group.
When he got back, he said, he
heard that the Embers needed a
group. He had worked with lister
Lanin after coming home and had
learned plenty of show tunes. The
Embers asked him to get up a
quartet, and Jones got John Brown,
bass; Bill Austin, piano, and Harold
Austin, drums. George Rhodes fol
lowed Austin and since has been
succeeded by the current occupant
(Continued on Page 85)
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Mr. Wayne Speaks
By Dom Cerulli
■ "The guitar is coming into its own
It's been an infant a long time."
This is Chuck Wayne speaking.
He has packed into his 35 years a
career which includes much small
group work, a roaring period with
Woody Herman’s band, a long
stretch as accompanist and music di
rector for singer Tony Bennett, and
a short but stimulating stay as solo
guitarist with Tennessee Williams'
play Orpheus Descending.
"The instrument has such a fantastic range,” Wayne says. "It can
be used solo, for backgrounds, in the
rhythm section ... 1 don’t know,
IM say it’s second only to the nano.
“In the hands of capable players,
tlie potential is almost limitless. For
someone with classical technique,

like laiurindo Almeida, it can be
come a very profound and moving
instrument.
“Quite a few players utilize both
jazz, and the classical technique. I
do it when I play mood thing. But
it’s incorrect m the classical sense.
I use the pick and my fingers, but
it’s not irofound . . . it’s not the
right technique.
“The guitar has been a back
ground instrument for so lon| ; that
in this new light, the players find it
difficult to incorporate the two
styles. You end up playing at one.
"Laurindo has the technique and
the facility. His forte is the classical
style. But, he thinks modern. Those
things he did with Bud Shank are
beautiful."
Chuck became a guitarist almost

by compulsion. He started fooling
around with an old, pot-bellied man
dolin early in his teens. His family
was musical; all his brothers were
able to play stringed instruments.
"I guess 1 was the only one in the
family who took music seriously,
though,” Chuck, smiles. "While I
was in junior high, the teachers
found that a lot of kids were of
Russian and Slavic extraction, and
could play str inged instruments.
They encouraged a group orchestra,
like a balalaika group, during recre
ation periods.
"Now, I felt kind ot inferior because my mandolin was old and
bellied. The other kids had mo lern
instruments But my brother came
home one day with a brand new flat
mandolin for me. I was tickled. 1 felt
I would have this instrument for
the rest of my life.
“About a week later, it warped all
out of shape. I took it down to the
basement, broke it into pieces, and
threw it into the furnace.
“In a few weeks, I got nervous.
I had to have an instrument to play.
I guess I was hooked. Another broth
er of mine had a guitar, but it had
a wide fingerboard and was harder
for me to play. He showed me a G
chord and C chord, and I was on
my own.
“I couldn't pul the thing down."
That was the extent of Waynes
musical instruction. Years later,
when he stepped into the guitar
chair of Woody Herman’s band, suc
ceeding Billy Bauer, he was unable
to read music.
'Woody was just great,” Chuck
recalls.
had such patience
There were a couple of other guys
on the band who couldn’t read.
either. Woody was always patient,
and we got along.
"1 memorized my parts, and then
read the music while I plaved. After
a while I could read, and I thought,
‘If 1 can read, I can write.’
“I got some paper and wrote out
some things. I brought them in to
¿imrny Rowles; he was piano on the
and, and he couldn’t believe it.
He played the things for me. I was
thrilled. He was surprised, too.”
In the earlv '40s, before joining
Woody’s band, Chuck played with
small groups, including the Clarence
Profit trio. Profit, according to
Wayne, "had a stylt like Art Tatum,
only he could plav easier with a trio
than Tatum could. Tatum was such
a giant by himself, that he wasn’t
enhanced at all by the trio. It was
easier for Profit to fit with a trio.
And he had tremendous facility.
(Continued on Page 33)
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Cross Section

*Ella s My Favorite;
She Ha» Everything,

By Don Gold
■ Jazz has fostered or claimed a handful of unique
vocal stylists.
Sarah Vaughan is one of these. From Iter childhood,
when she sang in a church choir, to the present time,
she has been concerned with singing. She studied piano
ami organ for eight years, but has found that her
career in singing provided little time for these
instruments.
\fter stints with the Earl Hines hand and the 1944
Billy Eckstine band, she concentrated on working as
single. Encouraged by jazzmen,
she gradually won
widespread acceptance.
In recent years, she’s been a success here and abroad.
She has worked at leading clubs and toured as a concert
attraction. Her recording life for Menurv has allowed
her to broaden her appeal, aiming at the pop market on
Mercury sides and satisfying the jazz Ians with her
EmArcy releases.
For this Cross Section. Miss Vaughan commented on
the variety of subjects that follow:
Althea Gibson: “I think she’s marvelous. She’s the
best thing that ever happened—the first time a Negro
has been able to break through in the field of tennis.
A fine thing.”
Gin Ri mmy: "I used to play it often, but I don’t do
so much today. Now, between shows, I play hearts or
whist or a game called ‘tonk’.”
Nat Cole: “Well, he’s one of my favorites. His pro
nunciation is crazy. And that voice. And piano-playing,
too. He’s just one of the few good all-round musicians.
\nd he arranges, too.”
Vogue Magazine: “I read it to see what’s going on.
And, once in a while, I buy some of the things I see
in Vogue.”
Television Music ai Shows: "I used to see
Clooney show. I like the way she sings. I like Polly
Bergen’s singing, too. She sounds like Lee Wiley at times
to me. She has a nice, pleasant voice that's soulful as
well. Of course. Nat Cole and Sinatra are on TV, too,
and I dig them.”
Au Gratin Sauce: “I like it; but the cheese should
be sharp.”
Halian-style Cooking: “I love it. I'm crazy about
DOWN BEAT

antipasto. 1 remember an Italian dinner at Louie Bellson’s house. I never had such a delicious meal. \nd
home-cooked meals are always the best, as far as Im
concerned.”
Golf: “I wish 1 could play well, but I simply don’t
play enough. Everybody around me seemed to be
playing, so that’s why I've joined in.”
Diamond Jewelry: “I don’t particularly like it 1
don't have t<x> much of it, except for a few rings and
watches. 1 always lose ear rings and I wouldn't think
of buying diamond ones.”
Paris: “I love it. I'll be there soon, on tour It's an
exciting city. I here, show business is taken seriously.
They go way out, with beautiful shows and beautiful
clothes. It is expensive for a tourist, but when thev
lay that charm on you, you have to give in.”
Slenderella: “I imagine it’s good. I’ve never been to
one of those places, but I would like to lose this middle
of mine. All you have to do is hold on at those places.
Thev do it all for you.”
Malted Milks: “I can’t remember the last time 1
had one. But when I do. it's vanilla. Fattening!”
Harry Belafonte: “I like him, but I haven't see«
him work too often.
Sports Car Racing: “No. It seems too dangerous to
me.”
French Fried Potatoes: “Sometimes, if they’re
c<M)ked right. I remember eating them, in a club once,
where they served them with vinegar over them. Very
good.”
Washington, D. C.: “Now I dig it. You can go place*
and do things you couldn't do before. I don’t know why
it took them so long. It is the capital of the United
Slates, you know.
Ella Fitzgerald: “She’s my favorite. She has every
thing. She sings. A real voice.”
Sonny Stitt: “He's one of my favorites, too. When
ever he's in town 1 go to hear him He's so very consist
ent. I heard him play one number for 35 or 10 minutes
one night in Detroit ”
Speit-pea Sot p: “Yes, I like it. I like it just right—
not too thick and not too thin, with nothing in it but
croutons. I prefer it homemade.”
Harry Carney: “He’s a wonderful guy and a great
baritone player. I don't know anyone who has a tone
like he does. When you hear it you know it’s him. Hes
got il and it' all his.
Louis Jordan: “He’s a good friend of mine. I re
member Iris stuff when I was going to school. When
I was a jitterbug ...”
The Chemise Dress: “I love it. 1 think it’s very flat
tering, especially those with much detail. Not just a bag.
of course—something’s got to be seen. Some girls can
wear those baggy ones, but I can’t. And they must be
short, just below the knee.”
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Copeland, alumnus of the Modernaires
and tht Twin-Tones, currently is onetuurth of the solo voices on the NBC-TV
Hit Parade. His LP, No Sad Songs for
Mt (Coral CRL 57197) reveals a hip,
quite witty young man working in some
what limited range, but working his area
well Copeland has style, and uses his softedited voice very effectively on such as
Thu Cant Be Love; I Get a Kick Out
of You; The Music Stopped; As Long As
There’s Music, and Deed I Do. He does

a btt of over-dubbing, and sounds aston
ishingly like a very hip version of the
Freshmen or the Hi-Lo’s. Frank Comstock
did the fine backgrounding. This one’s a
lot of fun, and musical, too. (D.C.)
DORIS DAY

In Hooray for Hollywood (Columbia
C2L-5), Doris sings a double dozen of
fine songs from movies in a glossy, twoLP package Frank DeVoi's orchestra ac
companies throughout
Included are Over the Rainbow; The
Hrv You Look Tonight; You’ll Never
know; It Might as Well Be Spring; Three
Coins in the Fountain (all Academy Award
winners), and Cheek to Cheek: Hooray
¡or Hollywood, and It’s Magic, among

others. Good pop singing, but otherwise
no earth-shaker. (D.C.)
GENEVIEVE

A pair of recent releases, Pixie from
and Frankly French
(Vox 25310), an- splendid showcases for
the delightful French singer, Genevieve.
On Pixie, she touches on some fam.liar
(to the U. S.) material such as Sous le
Ciel de Paris, La Seine, and Sous Les
Pints de Paris She has a wide range of
mood, and one track, particularly, en
tided Merci Mon Dieu, is as highly indi
i dual and dramatic as Piaf at her best
Frankly French has a program of new
matrrial (to the U. S.) and it sparkles
with color and mood. A pair of very sat4ying performances from a singer who
it making it big every time she appears
in this country. (D.C )
Paris (Vox 25300)

DANNY KAYE

The important word in any review of
Kaie’s Mommy, Gimme a Drinka Water
(Capitol 1-937) is feeling Composer
lyricist Milton Schafer, in 12 vignettes, has
aught the flavor of childhood. Kaye, acwmpanied bv an appropriately keyed
Gordon Jenkins orchestra, interprets these
childhood cameos with deep understanding,

an uncanny sense of humor, and an awful
lot of lose.
The themes range from the title piece,
which is the eternal bedtime story ot all
children, to a buoyant revelation of young
manhood I’m Five, to the problems
of man and Homan (Crazy Barbara), to
the tenderness of children (Colored Kisses
and I Like Old People).
good deal of the success of this L.P
rests squarely with Schafer. Kaye, who is
one of the world’s great clowns, shows
whv he has remained such a comic
artist, I his has laughs, warmth, catchy
music, and tiue artistry. (D.C.)

NANCIE MALCOMS
11'«/ Coast of Broadway (RCA
Camden CAL 422) allows the talents of
attractive Nancie Malcomb to hoser
pleasantly between the pop and jazz
regions. Miss Malcomb is a well-schooled
pianist-turned-singer She’s been working
on the west coast since 1953 and has been
singing since '54. She interprets a batch
of show tunes here, accounting for the
album title.
Included are vocals on
The

Bewitched, My Ship, Make the Man Love
Me, Nobody’s Heart, You Took Advantage
of Me, Something to Remember }ou By,
and Comes Love* and instrumentals on
If I Were a Bell, Old Devil Moon, Can’t
We Be Friends?, Anything Goes, and
Mountain Greenery. She is backed by

guitarist Al \ iola bassist Jim Aum, and
drummer Mel l ewis.
Miss Malcomb sings in the ODayCh ristv-Connor mold, with some of the
devices common to that approach and the
characteristic intonation difficulty, too. She
manages to sing pleasantly, but manifests
tome signs of undue restraint here. This
could lie remedied in future ,LPs. Her
piano-placing is briskly modern, but the
brevity of the instrumental tracks limits
her efforts to stretch out. Perhaps she'll
be able to do so in an instrumental IP
soon. Under anv circumstances, Camden
has a performer with definite potential.
And the $1.98 Camden price tag makes
this LP a bargain- (D.G.)

ist Ruff herein lay down a well-balanced
set of songs well calculated to illumine
their respective talents and their apparent
approach to music in geneiaL Ruff's horn
is heard on only three tunes, Jordu, Ravel s
Pavanne, and My Reverie. On the rest, he
provides excellent bass support for Mitch
ell, soloing cleanly on Gone with the H md
(pizzicato) and When I Fall in Love
(arco) .
On the more jazz-oriented tunes, Mitch
ell displays a hard, percussive approach and
occasionally funky figurations on the bal
lads but with an overall brittleness. Fugue
for Lulu is an interesting illustration of
how this duo attempts to graft classical
form onto a jazz structure
Ilie musicianship is superlative through
out. Very pleasant listening. (JAT).
THE WEAVERS
The Weavers on Tour (Vanguard VRS9013) follows The Weavers at Carnegie
Hall with another set of American and

world folk music of high caliber and ex
cellent presentation. The program breaks
into four parts: Songs That Never Fade
(Including Tzena, Tzena; On Top of Old
Smokey) : Tall Tales (The Frozen Logger,
Talking Blues); History and Geography
(Two Brothers, Ragaputi), and Of Peace
and Good Will (Go Tell It on the
Mountain, Mi Y'Malel).

There's a lot of humor here, too; al
though they don’t top that Alas, My l ove,
hm Do Me Wrong running gag in the
earlier set. More, please. (D.C.)
ANDY WILLIAMS

Andy Williams is one of the pop singers
who possesses an understanding of the
material he sings. This, coupled with the
desire to sing worthwhile material, makes
him one of the most tasteful pop singers
in circulation today.
In Andy Williams Sings Rodgers and
Hammerstein
(Cadence CLP 3005) he
glides smoothly through a dozen R&H
products, including I Have Dieamtd,
People II ill Say We’re in Love, Younger

MITCHELL-RUFF DUO

than Springtime, We Kiss in a Shadow,
Surrey With the Fringe on Top, Getting
to Know You. and Some Enchanted Eve
ning. He sings in a relaxed, pleasant man

Dwike Mitchell and Willie Ruff may well
be “. . . two of the most daring voting men
on the jazz trapeK,” as stated in this
album’s liner notes, but, on the basis of
their work in this set. Mitchell-Ruff Duo
(Roulette R-52002) , rhe L.P's appeal is
more to the Conley Graves-Don Shirley fan
than to the jazz lover.
Pianist Mitchell and bassist-French hoin-

ner that does justice to the music, which
includes some of Rodger’s most lyrical
theme*.
Listeners tired of being liombardcd with
catcalls and drumbeats will find delight
ful relief in this set. I'd prefer, however,
to hear Williams with a rhythm section
instead of the anemic string orchestra
heard with hint here. (D.G.)
April 3, 1958

ELLA FITZGERALD
SINGS THE

DUKE ELLINGTON

with*
Duke Ellington
and his Orchestra
SONG-BOOK

Four 12-inch Long Playing Albums

Volumes One & Two—
combined in special Album
Box; 16-page book
text by Leonard Feather;
Photographic Review
of Kiln. Ibuki and
the Ellington Orchestra

latti
Stria

side 1:

appt

Rockin’ In Rhythm
Drop Me Off In Harlem
Day Dream
Caravan
Take The A Train

side 2:
I Ain’t Got Nothing But The Blues
Clementine
I Didn't Know About You
I'm Beginning To See The Light
Lost In Meditation
Perdido

side 3:
Cottontail
Do Nothing Till You Hear From Me
Just A Siftin’ And A Rockin'
Solitude
Rocks In My Bed

side 4:
Satin Doll
Sophisticated Lady
Just Squeeze Me
It Don’t Mean A Thing
Azure

side 1:
I Let A Song Go Out Of My Heart
In A Sentimental Mood
Don't Get Around Much Anymore
Prelude To A Kiss

side 2:
Mood Indigc
In A Mellow Tone
Love You Madly
Lush Life
Squatty Roo

side 3:
I'm Just A Lucky So And So
All Too Soon
Everything But You
I Got It Bad And That Ain't Good
Bli-Blip
Chelsea Bridge
side 4;
Portrait of Ella Fitzgerald
1st Movement: Royal Ancestry
2nd Movement: AH Heart
3rd Movement - Beyond Category
4th Movement: Total Jazz
Tfie E And D Blues
(E for Ella D for Duke)
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Gene Ammons
JAMMIN* IN HI FI WITH GENE AMMONS—
Prostip« 7110: The Twistor; Four; FmmIo jnm

Haavanj Cattin*a

Record* are reviewed by Dom Carulll, Don Gold, Jack Tracy, and John A. Tynan and are
initialed by th« writers. Ratings; ***** Excellent, *★★* Vary Good, PrkPt Good, **
Fair, ♦ Foor.

Persoaaei: Gen« Ammons, tenor; Idrees Sulioman, trumpet« Jackie McLean, alto; Kenny Bur
rell, guitar| Mal Waldron, piano; Paul Chambers,
hasst Art Taylor, drums.
Raltag:

sums

Julian (Cannonball) Adderley
SOPHISTICATED SWING—EftiAny MG 36100:
4aoikr» Kind of Sool, Miss Jackie's Delight;
S»ri*t h Here; Tribute tv Inmil Sjsetacular;
J,suit Stella Hr Stsrlight; Edie Metin; Cobh

Personnel: Julien (Ccnnonbull, Adderley. alt>>
Net Adderley, cornel; Junior Mame
Sam
Jones, bass; Jimmy Cobb, drums.
natta« t

Hues

n Me

-IririrMs

Those evangelist* of misicai “hard
sell,” Julian <md Nat, here spiritedly
propagate their faith in hard-blowing
dogma through seven swingers and. for
the sake of variation, throw in two dis
appointing ballads, Spring and Stella.
A welcome guest in the album’s preparmou was Brubeck bassist Eugene Wright,
who contributed three orginals—two blues
lines, Miss Jackie’s and Edie and a vehi
cle for drummer Cobb, Cobbweb. While
the latter is of the fast and frantic
school, relegating the horns to slim riffs
plus brief solo Cannonball, the blues are
quite attractive, Edie making for the best
feeling in the set
While Julian’s alto is feelingly alive,
the blues, brother Nat
particularly
rises to a more consistent level of blowing
excitement His solo in Miss Jackie’s is
a cool delight, indeed, rising with logical
conception to a stimulating climax. In
Spectacular, he sustains the high quality

despite an ultra-fast pace of “ . . . some
80 bars per minute,” as the liner helpfully
reports.
Spring, the ballad on side one, is all
Julian. Reason for its inclusion is some
what puzzling. If it is intended to display Cannonball’s tone
straight
played song, such as this one. the choice
is most injudicious. Let's face it, he docs
not have a “pretty” tone; matter of fact,
in this particular song, his horn rings
blatantly at times
After a rubato, pseudo-classic intro to
Stella, Mance
the tinklev
window dressing to little musical avail,
concluding with more phoney classicism
at the coda On the faster numbers Mance
acquits himself nobly, really digging in on
Edie; ripping through a fast one on
Spectacular and wailing
Soul with
plenty same.
Jones. Cobb, and Mance make an ex
cellent rhythm team throughout. Jone*
is a more distinguished time player than
soloist. His opening walk into Miss Jackie’s
is quite effective
Apart from the two ballads, which
lower the rating, there's much excite
ment in this set. The two Floridians con
tinue to make it with one of the gustiest
groups around. (JAT)

In this edition, the fifth in a series of
Ammons-led sessions for Prestige since
June, 1955, the tenor man heads what
amounts to the Prestige house group in
an after hours-type assault on four tune*.
This sort of approach is valid in term* of
jazz tradition, but is not always productive
in musical terms.
Twister and Cattin* are Waldron-devised
riffs. Waldron arranged Mile* Davis’ Four,
too Ammons' conception throughout doe*
not flow comfortably. A* Waldron points
out in the notes, “his (Ammons) approach
is from the heart instead of the head.”
Some sort of combination of both would
make hh efforts more rewarding.
On Twister, Ammon* tends toward
JATP tradition, with plodding conception
and prolific quoting. On Four, he is in
volved in a chase sequence with Sulieman.
McLean, and Burrell that is pleasing.
Pennies begins as a ballad, with Am
mons blowing over Burrell’s warm chordal
backing, but shifts to medium tempo when
the others join in. Cattin’ is a blues, with
unison voicing in the Billy May-out-ofLunceford tradition. The solos art relaxed,
but double time segments manage to creep

Ammons' support is relatively inspired,
in terms of the format employed, but hit
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Shelley Mann«.
Fnendt
My Fair Lady

Pal Joey

Erroll Garner
Concert By The Sea

Count Basie
Baste in London

Contemporary 3543

Columbia 883

Venn MGV 8199

Aflontic 1265

Frank Sinatra
Come Fly With Me
Capitol W 920

Erroll Corner
Other Voices
Columbia 1014

Contemporary 3527

Here are the 20 best-selling jazz record albums in the
country. This biweekly survey is conducted among 300 retail
record outlets across the country and represents a cross
section of shops, not ¡ust those which specialize in iazz.
Dakota Station
Late, Late Show

George Sheormq
Block Satin

Capitol T 876

CopHol T 858

Stan Getr
Gerry Mulligan
Geir Meets Mulligan
Varrò MGV 8249

11
Jonah Jan«>
Muted Jate
Capitol T 839

12

13

14

15

Stan Konten

Gerry Mulligan
Faul Desmond
Multi gan -Desmond
Quartet

Sonny Rolline
Way Out West

Mile* Davit
'Round About
Midnight

Kendenout With
Kenton
Capital T 932

Contemporary C 3530

Columbia 949

Verve MGV 8246

;ory
16

17

18

19

20

Milei Davis
Cookin'
Frattlao 7094

Dukes of Dixieland
Minstrel Tinte

The Mastersounds
The King and 1

Audio Fidelity
AFIS 1861

World Pacific
PJM 405

Ella FitxgeraldBillie Haliday
At Newport

Ray Charles
The Great
Ray Chariot

Verve MGV 8234

Atlantic 1259

April 3, 1958

own playing lacks originality Some oi his
statements verge on a primitive kind ot
beauty, but he is not able, here, to attain
a meaningful level
consistent basis.
(D.G.)

let Blakey

ALBUMS

FROM

NAT‘KING’COLE
sings songs from

SL LOUIS BLUES'
The show’s star in
such W. C. Handy
classics, as St Louis
Blues, Beale Street
Bluet Careless
Love. Backing by
Nelson Riddle
W9»3

BROWN
CONCERT
MODERN
Les’ brilliant big band
in exciting perform
ances of concert pieces
by Tchaikovsky. Gersh
win. Rodgen Soloists
inci. Dick Kenney, Roy
Main. We Hensel Ar
rangements by Frank
Cjz._ioeh T95S

JONAH JONES

Swingin* on
*
Broadway V ™
Trumpeter-vocalist
M
Jonub Jonei «nd his
Mf i
Suartet gave the 'after- wl
leater’ treatment to ^w\l
hits from contemporary
Ur^idway musicals
V
«“The Music Man."
■
" Bel’« -ire Rina
R

-My fair lady

An all-star Latin
rhythm section,
keyed by Shelly
Manne, forms the
backdrop for an
exciting voicing oi
Latin flavored
tunes Pete Rugolo
backs.
T922

Rendezvous
•vith
Kenton
Stan's back where It
all began! Rccorded at
Bsl'iC, s Rendezvous
Ballroom these swinging
dance versions of such
standards as Love Letter*.
High Or. A Windy Hill
feature top soloists like
Niehaus. Perkins, Noto. T*32

Trumpeter Hackett trombonist
Teagarden c others—inch Billy Bauer.
Emli Cacere, - in tn xithly integrated
versions of tunes like Indiana,
’3 Wonderful, I Found A New Baby. T8S3

JAZZ
ULTIMATE

DOWN BEAT

CU-BOP—Jubilee JLP 1049: 11 oudja’ Foa;
Stint*; Shorty; Dann
the Desert.
Personnel:
Blakey,
drum»;
Bill
Hardman,
trumpet; Johnny Gr.ffin, tenor; Spanky De Brest
base; Sam Docken, piano; Sabu Martinez, conga
drum*
Rating: WWH
ART BLAKEY; THE JAZZ MESSENGERS—
Bethlehem BCP 6(123: For Mi* rs Only; Kight
Dom Front. Den-X; Smart Saheena; For Miles
and Miles; Krafty; Late Syring.
Penonnel: Blakey, drum«; Hardman trumpet;
GriSn. tenor
J uniQi Mance, piano
DeBrest
ha««. On Track 3. Dockery replaces Mance.

Rating: AA*’t

Blakes and his ferocious followers conpour forth messages. These two
IPs are more in the adventurous tradition
of the Blakey corps.
I he Jubilee LP is less impressive than
the Bethlehem release. The former is de
voted to a vigorous exploitation of four
tunes, with the help of Sabu on two conga
drums. Occasionally. Sabu and Blakey manage
perpetuate some fascinating ton
is, but the other soloists were not
up to par the das this was recorded Desert
a C harlie Shavers composition is given a
witty treatment and is the most significant
portion of the IP but is
wholly satisfying.
The Bethlehem release is more ordered
than the Jubilee LP and benefits from
solos of greater quality as well. The ar
rangements bear
agnificance. too.
with GriCn’s Front being a delight, in the
gospel-flavored
preacher vein. Jimmy
Heath. Percy’s tenor-playing brother, con
tributed tuo arrangements of more than
passing interest. Philadelphia pianist I con
Mitchell's Spring is attractive, too.
Blakev
nic waves. Griffin is excellent, whipping
out lines with fluency. Haidman. impaired
by faulty intonation, manages to transmit
some conceptual strength despite this flaw
Mance lends an able pail of hands.
closer
The Bethlehem
Blakey and cohorts at their best. It has
coherent solos, arrangements of value, and
the inimitable spirit which
pat t of
Blakey. The Jubilee chapter is less suc
cessful. Characteristically, however, when
the flesh is weak, the Blakey spirit does
its best to lie swingmgh willing. (D.G.)

Dave Brubeck
DAVE DIGS DISNEY—Columbia CI
1059
Alice t a Wonderland, Give a Little Whistle;
Heigh-Ho; When You Wish Ufun a Star, Some
Day My Prime Will Come. Ooe Song.
Per», nnel
Brubeck
piano;
Paul Desmond,
nite; Norman Batea, baas: Joe Morello, druma.

. a listening
Brubeck's playing reti
the quartet's
challenge for me. Here,
interpretations of songs from Walt Disney
films, the proyocatiye appeal of Brubeck’s
approach is vividly evident.
kithough he is somewhat florid on bal
lads, Brubeck does manage to create deli
cate figures and intriguing extended lines.
Desmond, as ever, is a valuable associate,
with a conceptual flow of inspiring con
sistenev and a constantly attiactive tone.
excellent, with
The rhv thm section

Morello superb in solo and support
many delightful moments
here. Brubeck utilizes three-quariei umc
effectively on Alice and Prince. The Bru.
beck-Desmond interaction is particularly
emphatic on Alice, W histle, and Song. Ikv
moiid is glowingh melodic on Star. Rates
and Morello, as a team, cook excitingly on
Heigh-Ho and Song, two up-tempo lotupt.
Throughout there is the precise but re
laxed relationship among the members of
the group that gives the group a character
of its own 1 found the LP quite enjoy,
able. Is a matter of fact. 1 nt pleased with
the popularity Bnilieck has achieved; |
feel he's a credit io ¡au.
And if the group continues to sound as
forceful as it does here. I don t care if all
four member» make the cover of Time.
nc public relations. Viul
Brutieck
who can assist, mthoui
dicing the validity of his music.

Sonny Clark
DIAL S FOR SONNI—Blue
for Sm«, ; Boatin’ In; It
»H, Sonny’s Mood; Shoutin’

Mote

1ST«: DM

Coniti Hnppm I«
on « Kiff. Ion

Hating: k**1!

Clark, 26. has worked with top jazzmen
cui both coasts. He is joined here by the
mature horn of Farmer the experii nee of
Mobley, the J. J. Johnson echoes of Fuller,
Ware's impressive bass sound, and Hayes
in a series of variations on bop themes and
two standards
Fanner is strikingly lyrical throughout
Mobley plays with greater' ideational
strength than I
remember hearing
from him on record Fuller remains deriva
tive, but manifests signs of coming individuality. Ware
pillar of strength.
Hayes keeps cooking.
Clark, carrying on the Bud Powell tra
dition. but seeking his own niche, plays
pleasantly relaxed
effectively here.
groove on the one trio track. Walked, and
compassionately on the balladic interpreta
tion of Happen His solo is one of a series
of fluent statements on his own Bootin’.
more jumping
His charts, however,
off points than all-encompassing entities.
Clark plays with ease and indicates here
that he may be making more substantial
contributions in sessions to come More
emphasis on organization could be one de
sired aim in such sessions.
better-than-average, but not
This
shockingly exciting, blowing session As a
showcase for Clark's ability, and tht po
his efforts.
tential inherent
value. (D.G.)

Coltrane-Jasper-Sulieman-Young
Burrell-W nJdron-Chnmbem-T ay lor
INTERPLAY FOR 2 TRUMPETS AND 2
TENORS—Prestiegc 7112: laterflay: Anatomy;
Light Blue; Soul Eyes.
Personnel
John Coin nne Bobby Jasper, tnors; Idree» Sulieman, Webater Young trumpet«:
Kenny Burrell, guitar; Mal Waldron Piano; Paul
Chamber«, baas; Art Taylor, drum«
Rating: AAA*

As Ira Gitler points out in his helpfully
blowing session
detailed notes, this
“ . . . wherein the musicians do not stop
their improvisations after 16 bars or a
chorus.” In the three swingers and one
ballad, Soul Eyes, all credited to Walthan
dron, incidentally there

port.
moment»
»Her tin«
The Bru
larticulariy
Song. DeiStar. Bate»
itingly M
po lotnpt
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STOP!
NO MORE
PUH-LEASE!!
Uith our undying thank* to
the almost 1000 readers who
requested the Free Lesson. In
Jau by John Mehegan we
offered recently, we must call
a halt! Our print supply’s been
exhausted and we can only
recommend to those who still
want it that they get John’s
newest album, HOW I PLAY
JAZZ PIANO (mg 12076).
You’ll hear 9 tracks of Mehegen’s probing solo pianistics,
plus the complete analysis and
lesson too! . . . Incidentally,
a word to the wise ... in
our business today everyone's
shouting High Fidelity, (and
an important thing it is) . . .
but remember, reproduction
is only one part of the story:
If what’s on the record isn’t
tops in performance, what dif
ference how well it repro
duces? We at Savoy pride our

selves on our artists, on the
material they perform, and the
spontaneous “live" perform
ance we get at our sessions!
Following this, we utilize the
services of Rudy Van Gelder,
ace recording engineer, to re
produce these sessions in the
highest fidelity ranges on tape
AND on the masters! Then,
we doubly reassure quality by
utilizing 100% vinyl superior
pressings to maintain the
maximum noise-free frequency
ranges. But, again we empha
size . . . this only can happen
ufter th«- “magic moment" of
creation has happened! And
that’s what realh counts! . . .
Hey, dig 1 usef Lateef’s wil«l

“G. Bouk" track on our new
STABLE MATES (mg 12115).
It's a gasser! Lateefs A side
and A. K. Salim’s B Side
group with Johnny Griffin.
John Coles and Kenny Burrell
are swingers! . . . Also by
A. K. Salim, we proudly pre
sent the ace composer-arranger
in PRETTY FOR THE PEOPLE (mg 12418) with Max
Roach. Kenny Durham. Wyn
ton Kelly, Paul Chambers, etc.
cooking up a storm on “BluBinsky" and other latin-blues
inspired tracks . . . For flute
fans, we’re loaded! Herbie
Mann’s

ample space to stretch in solos by every
body except Taylor. If every soloist is
not consistently brilliant, well, that’s one
of the beauties of jazz. Free, loose and
swinging expression is the watchword in
this set.
After a sloppy opening by the four
horns, Interplay continues with a series
of choruses by Sulieman, Coltrane, Young,
Jaspar, Burrell, Waldron, and Chambers,
in that order. As they begin to warm up
in the second round of solos, Jaspar hits
his stride. The Belgian’s work throughout
the album is on a consistently high level,
particularly in the closing ballad, Soul
Eyes.

Coltrane reveals himself as an impas
sioned, compulsive musical personality in
the various tracks. In his exchanges of
eights with Jaspar, in Anatomy he some
times squawks like an outraged hen.
Always, however, his is hard hitting,
plunging conception and, as Gitler notes,
he is
a cruising, long-lined, diggingin swinger.”
The trumpets are warmly contrasted in
the different exchanges. Sulieman displays
good range and stimulating ideas, through
tends lazily to play around too much,
dangerously flirting with cliches in An
atomy. Young pn the other hand, is
consistently thoughtful in a distinct Miles
Davis vein, though at times one wishes
he would open up and fully unleash his
undoubted talent.
All in the rhythm section shine with
varying brilliance. Burrell’s solo voice is
unmistakenly his very own and his un
amplified rhythm guitar (particularly in
Light Blue) provides a welcome punch to
the rhythm. Chambers fiercely growls into
his bowed chorus in Interplay; picks with
strength and imagination in Light Blue.
Though a little too busy at times, rapping
distracting drum figures behind soloists,
Taylor’s time and drive provides a con
stant pulse.
Finally, there’s Waldron’s piano left
hand, sending musical code messages as
the right weaves angular patterns on his
own Soul Eyes. The writting for this is
a relaxing change of pace, as the horns
richly open and close the piece under
Sulieman’s lyrical open horn.
Spirited blowing by some of the younger
lights, Interplay is worth a place in any
contemporary library. (JAT).

Wril« Papi A for complet«
discography and catalog.

is the word for
fovr now Atlantic IPs

Tke «ailingest collection

ef West Cent
“naan”
1270

WAY UP THERE:
SHORTY ROGERS
A HIS GIANTS

Two great
keyboard
stylists
at their best
1271

LADIES OF JAZZ:
MARY LOU WILLIAMS,
BARBARA CARROLL

Here at last:
John’s first
sole LP
1272

THE JOHH LEWIS PIANO

Rolf Ericson
ROLF
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Flight to Jordan;
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1275

YARDBIRD SUITE

(mg 12108) features Phil
Woods, Eddy Costa, Joe Puma,
etc. on the funkily-cool title
track and other groovy cham
ber jazz sounds.

fabulous

During the summer of 1956, Swedish
trumpeter Rolf Ericson returned to tour
his homeland with a small group com
prising the above listed musicians. While
the tour itself had a rather hectic outcome
(Rolf completed his stay with an entirely
different personnel), some of the jazz
laid down during its course is vigorously
preserved in this throughly relaxed set.
Though only in one track does the
tempo slow to ballad pace (a medley

KNIGHT MUSK:
GEORGE WALLINGTON
TRIO
st
Write for free catalog
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modern jazz begins on

PRESTIGE

milt jackson
thelonious monk.
kennv clarke.

BAGS' GROOVE
MILES DAVIS with SONNY ROLLINS MILT
JACKSON, THELONIOUS MONK, HORACE
SILVER, PERCY HEATH, KENNY CLARKE
A lilting of the talent on this record is
practically all that is needed to tell its
story. Here are the giants of modern jazz,
the pacesetters who helped to break the
old traditions and formulate the new ideas.
BAGS' GROOVE is a must album for all
modern jazz fans. Don't miss itl

12" High Fidelity Album
PULP 7109
$4.98 at your record dealer or prepaid from
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featuring Jordan, Payne, and Ericson,
in that order) it never moves faster than
medium up during the entire set. Thus
there is never a frantic feeling in either
the ensemble or solos.
The two horns wail in fine fettle
throughout, with Ericson displaying finnneM and authority of conception only occasionly marred by a tendency to ramble
somewhat in his solos. This is noticable
in his Everything ballad, there the struc
ture becomes a little vague after the first
16 bars.
Payne’s growling baritone is constantly
stimulating, playing with intriguing var
iations on Laura; grunting enthusiastically
on This Time the Dream’s on Me How
ever, he never rises to a really exciting
level of communication; never firmly digs
in his heels, so to speak.
Jordan, who has two orginals here
(Flight and Forecast), plays with forceful
economy on the swingers and casts clusters
A glittering notes on the changes of
Waterfront. In the intro to Flight, he
omes on like rolling thunder.
Apart from noticeably dragging tempo
m Vacker, at the point where Payne be
gins his solo, Taylor continually displays
his considerable worth as a small group
drummer. He is aided m great measure
by bassist Simmons, whose interesting fig
ure opens Vacker, then takes a nimble 16
ban later on and finally takes out the
tune.
Ericson is fortunate to have recorded
this group in the short time it played as
i unit. While a high point of excitement
dudes the performances, the LP is none
theless a worthwhile set (JAT)

Jimmy Giuffre
THE MUSIC MAN—Atlantic 1276: Iowa Stab'•ore; Govdaight, Mf Statt», Sr»»rSu Trow
'oars; Marian the Librarian Mr U hits Knight;
Cha ¡Veils Farge Wagoe; It's Yoe; ShigoogH Lida
Rasa, Garr. ladieae; Till There Was Yoe.
Personnel! Giuffre, clarinet, tenur, baritoue; Al
Cohn and Eddie Waaierman, ten< ra; Sol Schlinger,
baritone; Phil Snnkel, Joe Wilder, Bernie Glow,
rumpeta; Wendell Marshall, base, Ed Sbaugh
aeaay, drum»
On Track» 6, 7, 8 Nick Trasia replaces Glow;
tracks 1, 9. 10. Art Farmer repleces Wilder.
Rating: ★★★★W

What do you mean, ‘He looks
like a bum.’ Those happen to be
JENSEN NEEDLES, sir!”

DOWN BEAT

,

This must rank with Manny Albarn's
West Side Story LP as another top jazz
et from the score of a Broadway 1show,
Giuffre here turns in a tour de force,
contributing all the arrangements, play
mg all the solos, except for a round irobin
on Wells Fargo, and splitting his time
tmong three instruments. It’s a sett that
stands alone as quite indicative of what
Giuffre is working at with his trio.
Whatever weakness the album has is in
the score; which, like most musicals, has
some outstanding material, some plot
furthering material, and some patterish
material. It is fortunate that Meredith
Willson’s musical has so much country
flavor m
because the over-all feel
Jimmy gets out of the score is of a down
home groove.
There isn't a tight moment in the IP.
Every track is low-keyed, relaxed playing.
Giuffre sounds fine throughout, particular
ly soulful on It’s You, a stunningly beau
tiful track. The ensemble writing is fresh
and particularly pungent with the flavor
ing of three well-blended bras*.

As Gary kramei points out in his liner
notes, this is the first full LP Girffre has
undertaken of works of a composer other
than himself. It placed him in a more
constricting situation, I feel, than if the
music were all his. But the results show
that he is much more than a skillful ar
ranger and composer. He has i cached
into a score and captured its essence. And
he has done it without sacrificing jan
feeling.
Gunther Schuller conducted Goodnight;
knight; It’s You, and Till because Giuffre
was unable to play and lead the en
semble through these four varied-tempo
tunes.
This one should stand up long after
the final road company of the play has
rung down its curtain. (D.C.)
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Ytuei Lateef
BEFORE DAWN— Verre MG V-M17:

Pasunat

Chang, Chang! ConstaUaSsan.

Welcome indeed in the Granz catalog
is this paean to the Detroit way of doing
things jazzwise Lateef and confreres, all
Motor Cityites, expound their music phil
osophy through eight constantly stimu
lating tracks
Lateef is the Muslim rcedman formerly
known as Billy EVans, and sometime side
man with Dizzy Gillespie, Roy Eldridge,
Hot Lips Page, and Ernie Fields, who
has been settled in Detroit for almost
eight years. The four sidemen are of the
younger jazz generation all have been
garnering increasing recognition through
out the east
Lateefs tenor is powerfully preaching,
even crying at times. There’s a dircctneu
and overpowering honesty to his playing
that is constantly compelling In the mel
ancholy ballad Love Is Eternal, he com
municates a poignancy and deep reaching
emotion reminiscent at times of Lucky
Thompson
Fuller plays brilliantly with limber
fluency and skillfully controlled restraint
that results, for example, in a pleasingly
successful blend of flute and trombone in
Open Strings. His mellow, almost muffled
tone provides agreeable contrast through
out with Lateefs gusty tenor. On the
fast Constellation, however, Fuller flub»
repeatedly one note in the melody line
Unfortunate, as it Is the final track in
an impeccably played set
As Nat Hentoff's notes report, ''Lateef
is intrigued by including what he terms
an ‘East Indian-African flavor' in some
of his arrangements.” This is especially
evident here in the bizarre introduction to
Before Dawn, which involves the Oriental
arghool flute (Lateef) and the one string,
guitar-like rebab on which bauist Farrow
doubles.
Undeniably the effect is fascinating,
(Try playing this track at a party some*
time, and dig the reaction.) One wonders,
however, if this arresting device is wholly
valid; there’s a feeling of irrelevancy to
the Afro rhythms that follow. It seems a
little sensational and out of place. The
manner in which Lateef’s virile tenor
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NEW DES1GNS IN JAZZ—Moderna«« MA.
134 : Harricoae Cennia, Taanies jrnm Hutn; The
H'ay Toa Loek Tonitht. Fiat» Street: BUlie's
Beauce; Crass It tht Ht art; MUdm. Mnoalitht
ie Yenaeat; 1‘oas: Last Lao.
Per«unnel: Merkewich. pian
noia,
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Contemporary recorded the first land the
nation's top-selling) jazz album of a Broad
way show "My Fair Lady" Shelly Manne
4 His Friends (73527 Now, with pianists
Andre' Previn and Rus« Freeman (and
Shelly Manne on drums) Contemporary has
the first modern jazz two-piano album —
very big-league listening, indeed! The hi-fi
LP "DOUBLE PLAY!" leads off with "Take
Me Out to the Ball Game” — followed by H
originals by the pianists: “Called on Acrount of Rain," "Batter Up,” “Double Play,"
“Strike Out the Band,” etc. .. 9 “innings"
tallied by a "box score" on the liner so you
can follow every play, determining which
soloist's "at bat."

'DOUBLE: PLAYI"12" HI-FI LPC3997 «4 «8
•t your dealers, nr ottUr piwfpaid from

CONTEMPORARY RECORD*
8481 melrose place, los angelas 46, California
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emerges out of this East India motif is
really dynamic incidentally In five pun
gent notes, he abruptly switches the entire
inood from Exotica to Detroit.
All in the superb rhythm section wail
like Trojans. Hayes is an unrelenting and
intelligent driver; Farrow is a powerful
teamate, contributing excellent, if brief,
solos. Lawson is an excitingly earthy blower
who comps with sinewy strength in every
number and solos with admirable tech
nique and rich ideas.
An album with mucho gusto, heartily
recommended (J AT).
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.BETH
Mitchel» & Poltlford/Jcn Mainstream....• BETH
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Stu Willlamton Flay*..........................................BETH
Red Callonder/Swlngie' Suite
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Erroll Gamer A Kav Starr
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'
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WardeU Gray/Way Ou> Wardell
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Claud« Thomhill/Sleepy Serenade
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1 his is the group which popped out
of nowhere (actually, out of the Ithaca.
N. ¥., area, where its members play to
gether while going to school) to hold
their own at Randall’s island last sum
■tier and m the Cafe Bohemia during the
two week Christinas holiday. They're also
scheduled to make the Bohemia again
during the Easter vacation.
Theirs
exuberant group swing
paced by the nimble baritone work of
Brignola. His alto work is good, but I
found less excitement in it than in the
way he gets around the heavier horn.
Zito s drums
badly overrecorded
I hey dominate every track. This accents
the lapse in tempo, particularly notice
able on The Way You Look Tonight,
which seems to roll downhill, gathering
speed all the way, and Flute, in which the
pace gradually slows from a jaunty saunter
to a walk There are also some quite
sloppy fours, notably on Bounce.
I question the pacing of the LP as it
ballad trad
whole, with only
fairness to the group, it should have been
recorded in a more varied showcase and
with 3 better ear to balance.
Musically, the quintet hornmen check
in generally on a professional level, with
Brignola at the very least always interest
ing and a< best fairly sparkling. Avery
seems here Getz-inspired, and leader
Markewich is buoyant on flute and effet
tive on piano.
The group is capable of much more
than is presented here. However, despite
substantial
occasional lapses, this
first effort for all concerned. (D.G.)
Jackie McLean-John Jenkins
ALTO MADNESS-f’rntig« 7114
■«» IVMy City.
Livi»/; Poaderiatalto. ;
Wade
baaa; Arthur
Ratings

kbit

Sooner or later, one supposes, it must
become an unfortunate necessity in describ
ing contemporary altoists to relegate each
to one of two main groups: "the Birdmen"
and "the others." This is regrettable for a
variety of reasons, of course; necessary, be
cause in their slavish devotion to the legend
of Charlie Parker, hit followers have aban
doned hope of ever really standing on their
individually distinctive
own hind legs

...in the
sound
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modern iazz begins on

PRESTIGE
RED GARLAND
lish him at one of the
on jazz piano playing."

lojor influences
I. i Gleason :

Do»«» Boa
A GARLAND OF RED
Red Garland Tria with
Taylor

Foul

groovt
with

Patil

Chamber«,

Arthur

RED GARIANO'S PIANO
Rad Garland Trie with
Taylor

Paul

Chamber«,

Arthur

Red Garland
Taylor

Tria

ROM

COMING IN APRIL
ALL MORNIN' LONG
Rod Garland Quintet with John Coltrane. Donald
Byrd, George Joyner, Arthur Taylor

ALBUMS YOU SHOULDN'T MISS
ALTO MADNESS
Jackie McLean and <uhn Jenkin«
7074

TENOS CONCLAVE

TWO TRUMPETS

12" HI ri—S4.9S at your dealer ar
Prepaid from Prestige Records
Seed for Fr** Catnloa
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aitists. In this latest example ol second
hand Bird lore, one senses the ever-pit-sent
ghost ol Parker settled like some benign
guardian angel on the shoulders ol his
cou ng disciples.
Mirroring of the master aside, there is
much good healthy blowing in this set. Ol
specialized interest is the tonal contrast
between McLean and Jenkins. While Iwnh
sharp!« contrasted, voung
Chicagoan Jenkins displays a less aggressive
tone than his harshlv strident colleague.
Withal, as the Ira Gitler notes point out.
they
. . are difficult to tell apart in
instances. Jackie's sound is softer than
here hut is still harder than John's,
is closer to Bird in phrasing."
1 he line of Mclxan's blues, Alto Mad
ness, is rather dull: the whole opening
phase lacks sparkle After a few choruses
lav lor infuses it with some vitality while
Iroth hornmen speak their respective
pieces Over-all. there is an undeniable
feeling of monotony, heightened by the
closing fadeout
l'p and swinging. Hindi is presumable
a Imiw to Jenkins home town, dining which
the altos trade ideas constantly, d.egge
solos fluently in this, Lady and Pondering,
demonstrating his rippling, coafident ideas
to excellent advantage.) McLean's utter
lack of subtlety liecomes cpiite wearing he

In Easy Living, the onlv slow ballad in
tlie set McLean mellows somewhat, wax
ing almost lyrical at times. Here the simi
larity of the two altos is even more markci!.
although Jenkins plavs onlv on the release
of each chorus.
I hroughout. the rhythm section is ex
crllent Watkins fulfills his function admi
raMv while lav lor keep* pushing rhat
tight swinging sock cymbal like a watchful
drill in-triu’or. Watkins takes a more-than
adequate chorus in Jenkins' Pondering.
In noting the well nigh-deadening simi
larity Iretween the horns of McLean and
prompted to to« with the
intriguing possibility of one day assem
bling ail such Bird followers in the same
studio for a marathon session (There arc
so mans Rircimen bv now. it is doubtful
it the nation's tape supply would hold out
were restricted to plat
ing one chorus.) What a maddening game
to attempt to single out one fledgling from
another.
Recommended mainly for those willing
to settle for two latter-day birds-in-the
hand. (JAT)
wk»ch otet ’ oy know-how and
Bomoy KusmTs awe rd-winning
standard*! Km««* Artist with
douWo pickup, No. 6700 («hown),
$300; Mngl« pickup, No 6711,
$265. Pert of Mw exc ing Gold
“K” lino you’ll find at you Kay
da tai Or write u* for catalog:

KAY MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT CO.
1640 WALNUT. CHICAGO 12
DOWN BEAT

I iiurlie MingnEAST COASTING — Bethlehem BCP 6019:
Memories of You; East Coasting; Best Coast
GEost; Celia; Conversation; fifty-first Street
Blues.
Personnel
Miirgu*,
bars,
Jimmy Knepper
trombone. Shafi Hadi, alto and tenor; Clarence
Shaw trumpet, Bill Evant, pian
Dannie Rieb
mond, arum«
Rating ★★★★

Mingus is a three-dimensional figure in
a world too often overrun bv cardboard
assembly-line products.
As a bassist, he is a major performing
jazzman. As a composer and theorist, he is
equally significant. W’hen his efforts are
less than successful, the listener feels (at
least this one does) thai something is be
ing accomplished. When he succeeds in

communicating his complex musical ide
ology the result is inevitably illuminating,
I his session, somewhat less than com-

in New A oik. In addition to knepfser, a
vital part ol Mingus' group, those present
included Hadi i( urus Porter), the former
rhythm-and-blues reed man. Richmond, a
rhvthm-and blues tenor man turned drum
mer, and a recent import from Detroit,
vital voung
i pie ted the ensemble.
1 he most meaningful contributions art
made by Mingus, Knepper, and Evans, with
Hadi and Shaw being less impressive Rich
mond supports subtly and satisfactorily.
Knepper is an impressively versatile
trombonist, with an implied knowledge ol
jazz tradition. His plaving is difficult to
categorize and this, in itself, i« a sign
of valued individuality. Evans is an excitinglv flesh pianist, constantly in coin
mand of himself and his instrument What
impresses me here is his devotion to the
material at hand. Hadi plays fluently hui
is not the individualist that the previously
named three are. Shaw is the least impres
sive. although he has moments of achieve
ment here. Working with Mingus should
growing maturity on ht>
part .is a jazz musician.
Mingus, a remarkable bassist utilizes his
conijiositional prowess here on live of the
six tunes included in attempting to expand
the perimeter ol jazz in structural terms.
cate the great strength he possesses, essen
tial lor the kind of pioneer effort he has
undertaken.
Memories is given a starkly direct treat
ment, with thoughtful solos by Evans and
Knepper. » ousting
n interesting lx>p
era theme, (¡host,
longest track (II
minutes) begins and concludes on a
church!ike theme, wnli solos bv cv erv one
except Richmond Celia is a Erica! ballad
fot Mingus' wife.
a ballad and then turns to the blues, with
exchanges lx-tween the horns on diminish
ing levels (the Imai exchange is of twoincludes
excellent
1 cans solo. Blues is a composition Mingus
wrote several «ears ago and indicates the
h a part of his writing tor

I he material is not as significantly evoc
ve as some of Mingus' previous contrihutions, but it is of value. II jazz is to
progress, musicians like Mingus must lead
it. And
companions for Mingus in the venture. As
thought provoking, often exciting, jazz, this
I P is recommended. (D.G.)
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A hit

On a basic level, this LP serves to re
inforce the validity of Mulligan’s artistic
accomplishments. The 11 Mulligan tuner
explored by Williamson and associates
have an inherent appeal and considerable
charm. There
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nKive vitality in them and they are them.itically sound compositions, compositions
which require little mon- than a single
listening to become memorable.
Through the device of multi-recording,
Williamson plays two pianos, with the
superimposed pi.mo doubling or tilling.
Ironically, little of this music was designed
with that instrument as a participating
voice.
Unfortunately, Williamson apparently
felt that two pianos were better than one
Listening to the results, I am forced to
disagree Williamson, of course, is entitled
to any instrumentation he selects. My onlydemand is that he take advantage of it.
The use of the second piano here srems
ineffective, as it rarely pursues a logicallydirected, melodic path Often, the sound
of the two pianos is a cluttered one, with
the second piano serving no beneficial aim.
I have admired Williamson’s pianistic
ability before, but 1 feel that he might
have made this set more effective by play
ing one undiluted piano instead of follow
ing the inhibiting two-piano format. Rob
erts plays one guitar, Mitchell one bass,
and Levey one set of drums; one William
son piano might have been more appro
priate.
The material is excellent, ranging from
the lovely Ballad to the melodic Lyons
(some-one should write lyrics for it), al
though several of the tracks are too brief,
perform ance-wise.
Frankly, I don't feel that these musi
cians needed any multi-recording device.
They can make it un their own. If they
had performed seven or eight instead of
11 tunes, and had done so with conven
tional instrumentation, unaided by elec
tronic wonders, this might have been a
more satisfying set. (D.G.)

Teddy U ilson
I GOT HinniM—Vers»

MG

V-2OT3:

Sw»J|

Personnel : Teddy Wikon, piano | Gene Hamey,

Hutln*.

6**6

Overused though the term “two-handed
piano player” may be, it surely is per*
unified in the playing of Teddy Wilson
This collection of 13 varied samples of the
Wilson style* can bt* an object lesson in the
art of artistically utilizing the entire key
board.
Wilson's playing remains simple, digni
fied. tasteful, and swinging. His touch has
a freshness and verve noticeably lacking
in many of the younger disciples of post
bop era piano men.
One of the distinguishing characteristics
of this set is a constant feeling of utter
relaxation even in the up tunes I Got
Rhythm and Limehouse. Certainly Jones
ind Ramey contribute much to maintain
ing this feeling. Their support throughout
n admirable, with Jones tossing off groups
of fours with brushes in various numbers
that will halt any drummer in his tracks.
In Daryl, Teddy strokes the blues his
way. One wishes that there had been a
couple more faster blues tracks in the al-

'■urn rather than ballad* such a* Say It
Isn t So with <te rather pulite, almost cock-

tailish feel in the first chorus. In the Wilson interpretation, the blues becomes an
easy delight, with Ramey walking sono
rously and Jones supporting with soft
cymbals.
Smile is pretty much of a puzzle. Not
only does Jones indulge in 16 bars of
imitation tap-dance ricky tick, but the
time drags noticeably just before they en
ter the final chorus.
While the production philosophy in pre
paring this album seemed to hinge un
cramming in as many tracks as possible,
thereby severely limiting opportunity for
extended blowing, there’s lot of good Wil
son piano here. From the point of view
of basic approach to the instrument, it be
hooves many of the younger “waiters” to
tend a thoughtful ear. (J.A.T.)

blue note
THE FINEST IN JAZZ
SINCE 1939

FOR MARCH
Three New Stars

SONNY CLARK
SONNY'S CRIB
with Donald Byrd, John Coltrane,

Paul Chambers, Art Taylor.

BLUE NOTE 1576

JOHNNY GRIFFIN
THE CONGREGATION

with Sonny Clark, Paul Chambers,
Kenny Dennis.

BLUE NOTE 1580

CLIFF JORDAN
CLIFF CRAFT

my favorite

Art

with

Sonny

Farmer.

Clark,

Georga Tucker, Louis Hayes.

BLUE NOTE 1582
RECENT OUTSTANDING RELEASES;
(Ed. Note: Following is the 21st prise
winning letter in Down Beat’s favorite jars
record contest The $10 (rite goes to Richard
M. Sudhalter. 2$5 F College St., Oberlin, Ohio
(Yon can win $10, too, and sec your views
< h iass in print, by telling us, in 250 words
or fewer, which selection in your fast collection
you'd be most reluctant to give up. It can be
an entire l.P, one track of an l.P, » 45 rpm
selccti. fi or « 78
Send letters to Down Beat, Editorial Depart
ment, 2001 Calumet Ave., Chicago 16, 111.)

Somehow, in my search for the une
record which asserts, if only in .i genet al
way, the essence of what is jazz for me,
I inevitably, return to and dwell upon
Bix Beiderliecke; his is a voice, a sound,
which although stifled in the bloom of
its productive youth by an untimely death,
still walkes across the years with the
seven-league boots of immortal timeless
ness His records, like Cryin' All Day,
recorded in October. 1927, under Frankie
Trumbauer’s name, will always be a vital
and living reminder of this.

Following the somewhat pedestrian first
chorus, which does little more than state
the melodic line, itself an obvious deriv
alive of the earlier Vmgin’ the Blues,
Bix is in with a two-bar break; this sets
the stage for his 16-bar solo, a moving
and noble lyric statement, conveying a
wonderful feeling of restrained sadness
and tenderness. The other 16 bars of the
chorus, complete to the opening dam,
are Pee Wee—the great and expressive
Pee Wee—who, having caught so well
what Bix has been saying, turns it into
something all his own, in one of the most
wistful, poignant, downright inspired bits
of blowing hr has ever put on record.
Frankie Trumbauer’s break at the end of
the ch irus, a sympathetic complement to
the statements of the other two, leads
into the last half-chorus, in which the
stark, directly emotional beauty of Beider
becke’s impassioned lead transcends any
attempts at description in words . . .
suffice it to say that it is Bix, and it
would be well for us all to listen, every
now and then, -ind to remember.
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Barry Ulanov's latest contribution
to the literature of jazz, A Handbook
of Jazz (248 pp., Viking Press, $3.50),
is designed, according to the cover,
“for those who are new to the newest
tn jazz.”
Ulanov has been one of the most
thoughtful, penetrating students of
jazz for more than 20 years. There
has been a unity of purpose inherent
in his efforts that has lent more
authority to his expression than can
be found m the work of most of the
jazz critics. His A History of Jazz in
America, published more than five
years ago, remains for me. despite
certain flaws, the most definitive his
torical work in the jazz field.
In this volume, in reaching for a
broad audience, Ulanov has included
an array of information aimed at such
an audience. Some of it is meaningful. Some of it is extraneous or erroneous. Finally, some of it is avail
able elsewhere in more detailed form
The most significant portions of
the book appear in the first 150 pages
For the uninitiated or the relatively
uninformed, Ulanov provides a cap-

sule history of jazz, a discussion of
the instruments of jazz, the schools of
jazz, the elements of jazz, and recom
mended records for a i «présentative
].azz collection With the exception of
the latter, which is rather persona
lized, much of this material has been
covered in greater detail in Marshall
Steams’ The Story of Jazz and Leon
ard Feather’s recent The Book of
Jazz. Ulanov’s recommended records
are sensibly selected and offer a broad
coverage of the field, although sev
eral are no longer available as listed
After a chapter on the language of
jazz, Ulanov digs in, with perceptive
insights into the morality of jazz, the
profession of jazz, the judging of jazz,
and the place of jazz. Hen* he is at
his best, serving as the informed es
sayist, and dealing with matters vital
to jazz. These chapters make the book
of value to well-informed jazz fans, as
well as newcomers

Three appendixes cover a 74-page
section of biographies of jazzman
(and women), a list of suggested
reading (which includes his own The
Incredible Crosby, but does not men
tion far more significant volumes),
and a comparative chronology, indi
cating the development of jazz since
1900 in terms of comparable devel-

opments in the arts—other music, the
ater and film, literature, and painting.
The biographies are inadequate, in
terms of the coverage provided by
Feather’s Encyclopedia of Jazz and
Encyclopedia Yearbook. The list of
reading material is inadequate, too,
failing to mention several impoitant
works in the field It might have been
wise for Ulanov merely to have listed
references, rather than having dis
cussed them in narrative form Final
ly, the eccentric comparative chronol
ogy leads to nothing but the most
general, and unsubstantiated, conclu
sions about the relationship between
jazz and other art forms.
I see little of significance in the re
lationship between Stravinsky’s com
posing The Rite of Spring and Louis
Armstrong being sent to the Waifs’
Home, both in 1913.
The newcomer to jazz may find this
volume informative, since it attempts
to cover many basic areas. However,
as an introduction to jazz, it is less
than adequate. It is more a collec
tion of elements than a well-directed
whole. Some of the elements are of
value, hut much of the book is su
perficial
Ulanov has shown he can do better
than this.
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Records. radio, TV and Tony in person
have made Tony Papa ’s spectacular drum
stylings familiar from coast to coast . . .
in his own big band and with Duke
Ellington. Artie Shaw. Conte Candoli and
Johnny ''Scat” Davis.
Tony says: "I need the fastest and the
best, and that'« Ludwigs 100%—drums
and accessories. My Ludwig speed-king
pedal and hi hat cymbal are the greatest!”
Make your next set Ludwigs—the drums
that professionals pick because they’re
made BY professional drummers. See and
fed the difference Ludwigs make in your
own performance!
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1. 4*114' inue dram
2 and 3. Two 16*x22* Mw drum«
4 9*xl3* tom tom
5 R*xl2* tom tom
6 16*xl6* floor tom
7 70* medium crash cymbal
A S’ 11vet sizzle cymbal
9. 19* heavy ride cymbal
10. Two 15* hi hat cymbals
11 Tunable bongos white prill
1? Coppri timbale*.
Buddy Rich model sticks and 191A brashes
Finish: white marine pearl
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Lady Eiaine
By Leonard Feather
■ Jazz has attracted a heterogeneous assortment of benefactors
in the last few years. Among them none has worked more con
tinuously, unselfishly, and effectively than an attractive straw
berry blonde named Elaine Lorillard.
Born in Bar Harbor, Me., reared in Brookline, Mass., Mrs.
Lorillard vocationally was a painter, working for some years as
a fashion illustrator in Manhattan. During the late 1930’s she
became attracted to jazz through visits to Nick’s; the interest
was intensified during the war when, working with the Red
Cross in Italy, she played piano in jam sessions with soldiers.
Later, married to Louis L. Lorillard, who owns a travel
agency, she settled in Newport,
►rt, R. I., in 1945. Visiting Boston’s
Storyville in the fall of 1953, she met the proprietor, George
Wein, and discussed with him the idea of a jazz festival. The
next summer, the Lorillards and Wein staged the first festival.
It received such acclaim that the Newport festival has become
an annual event. Following are Mrs. Lorillard’s reactions to
some records about which she was given no information.
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Th« Records
I. Gut Bivona. Mr Moon (Mercury). Bivona,
clarinet; Jimmy Rowles, piano, Steve Allen,
composer.

The sound is so great! Perhaps it’s
your machine . . . We have what we
call low-fi at home in Newport, a
ten-year-old machine, but we just
love it! To tell you the truth, it
sounded wonderful to me just be
cause I was so impressed by the tone.
At first I thought for a moment it
sounded like Basie on piano, but
after that I decided I don’t know
which of the big bands it is. It wasn’t
Le* Brown. I thought the arrange
ment on the whole was quite impres
sive, and I enjoyed the performance.
It wasn't distinctive enough, for my
ear, to enable me to identify it, but
it was a good, full, rich sound.
I’d say three stars, only because it
isn’t distinguished enough for me
to recognize.
2

Blossom Dearie. The Middle of Love (Verve).
Billie Wallington, Buddy Goodman, com
poser

That’s Blossom Dearie, and I
think George Wallington and Buddy
Goodman wrote it. I’m prejudiced
-I'm a great admirer of Blossom. I
think she has a great future ... I
always say her voice is like butterfly
wings. Particularly when you hear
her in person; you don’t quite get
the complete feeling on a record.
But actually I like her deep tones
best, when she gets really kind of
tough and low. And she lias a won
derful comedienne quality; she
could be a terrific comedienne. I
have to give her five stars.

3.

Don Byrd-Gigi Gryce Jazz Lab Quinlot.
Early Morning Bluer (Columbia). Jackie Paris,
vocal.

Well, 1 haven’t the vaguest idea
who was playing or who the singer
was. I hope it wasn’t Babs Gonzales.
It has a very large vocabulary; it
should be a big hit with children. It’s
just a novelty—it will probably be
very successful, but frankly, I
couldn't bear it. However, the second
part really began to swing. I liked
the background music on that part.
It’s the sort of thing my kids might
love, but my own rating would be
one—is there such a rating? All right:
one.
4.

Joya Sherrill. Lush life (Design).

I’m afraid 1 have to draw a blank
... It sounded to me just a little like
|o Stafford and a little like Lurlean
Hunter, but I don’t think it’s either
of them. I thought it seemed awfully
tried-for, a very contrived and un
relaxed performance, with too much
emphasis on the words. I know the
song and think it’s rather nice, but
the presentation was very dogmatic.
The accompaniment was a little
corny in places. 1’11 give it two.
5.

Billy May. Ain't She Sweet9 (Capital). From
Lunceford in Hi-Fi LP. Willie Smith, alto
sax and leader of vocal trio.

I like it. It swings. But I don’t
follow the Brothers things, though
I suppose this must be one of the
Brothers groups. This should have a
lot of popularity. I liked the band
and the arrangement very much, too.
Four stars.

6.

Lout* Armstrong. LovoIom Lovo (Columbia).
Armstrong, Velma Middleton, vocal.

Well, that was easy; that was
Louis. I enjoyed it—it had a nice
swinging feeling. I don’t know who
the girl was—could it have been
Velma?—but whoever it was, I didn’t
care for her. It’ll probably turn out
to be one of the greatest blues sing
ers of all time or something. But this
was good honest Dixie and good
honest Louis. Three stars.
7.

Oscar Peterson On the Outside Looking In
(Verve). Peterson vocal with Buddy Breg
man's orchestra and vocal group.

Well, I know nothing about these
group vocals, but it certainly sounded
like Nat (King) Cole for a while.
To me this was strictly a pop thing.
I just don’t care one way or the
other about these group singing bits.
I only like three male singers.
Sinatra, Chet Baker—don’t scream!
—and Johnny Mercer. Oh, wait a
minute—I forgot about Joe Wil
liams; that's four.
As for this record, it’s probably a
five-star record for the public, but I
would have to give it, for my own
personal taste, maybe three After
all, that’s in between five and one.
8.

Vic

Dickenson.

All

too

Soon

(Storyville).

George Wein, piano.

I found that verv soothing, very
pleasant, and very humorous at the
same time. As to who it might be, I
haven’t got a clue. I liked the piano
very much, too. The whole thing was
most enjoyable, but I can't figure
out who it could be Four stars.
April 3, 1958
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FILMS IN REVJEW: The Big
B, at (William Reynolds, Andra Mar
tin, Gogi Grant, Jeffrey Stone, Rose
Marie, Hans Conreid). Will Cowan
production for Universal-Internation-

How you gonna get 'em away from
TV . . . after they’ve seen Maverick?
Producer-director Will Cowan's so
lution to this current dilemma in
which Hollywood finds itself seems to
to lie in the belief that if you string
together 18 musical groups and single
performers in vaudeville-style parade,
you’ve got the pioblem licked—so far
as young audiences are concerned,
anyway.
In The Big Beat, representatives of
all phases of popular music—except
calypso and folk—are hurriedly herd
ed on camera and off in bewildering
procession. Though heavily billed in
the opening titles, Charlie Barnet is
briefly seen in a recording studio accompanving the Mills Brothers. Harry
James’ “guest appearance” is an 1 fl
bar farce. But worse is yet to come.
The George Shearing and Cal
Tjader groups, also—by implication

—supposed to hav featured spots,
are passed off in two club scenes
with actors’ dialog constantly inter
rupting before one has had time to
identify the tunes played.
Conversely, Fats Domino rocks his
way through two rollers with little
interruption; the Diamonds clown
good naturedly through a couple of
their specialties, and Gogi Grant has
a field day.
In any event, this is Gogi’s picture.
She acts well in one of the principal
roles and coasts through three num
bers in fine style. On the basis of her
performance here, let’s hope she is
given much more to do in future
films;
was more than equal to
her part
The story careens wildly about the
record business. An eager young scion
ot waxdom (W illiam Reynolds) who
yearns to have a fling at running his
own disc operation is given the chance
to make good by his father (Bill
Goodwin). He goofs the whole bit.
Just when the ulcers are starting to
bite all concerned, along comes a
good fairy
person of Han«

market tycoon in iiohe-’
mían
e) to pull his chestnuts
out of the bonfire of the youngun’j
unsold discs. Hence, the twin love
stones end in the usual manner and
everybody's purring except those in
the audience who came to see and
hear Barnet, James, Shearing, .mj
Tjader.
As one musician who wandered in
to the theater preview summed it up.
“Yeah, it's all about the glorified inusic business.
Except you don’t get
ans music.

SCREEN SCENE

presstime,

the pop horsepower for this year's
Academy Award presentations includ
ed Frank Sinatra. Doris Day, Dean
and Tony Martin, Eddie Fisher. Vic
Damone. Johnny Mathis, Jimmie
Rodgers, anil Tommy Sands. They’ll
sing.
Charles Wolcott will succeed John
ny Green as music director of M-G-M.
Associate music director at the studio
since 1950, Wolcott was Walt Disnev’s
music chief before that. He’d been at
Mickey Mouseland since 1937; was
also an arranger at Columbia Rec
ords.
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THE DUKES OF DIXIELAND

Here s one of the nation's hardest driving, swinging drum
mers—Tommy Rundell, wi+h the Dukes of Dixieland—the proud
possessor of the cleanest precision technique any good drummer
admires Tom s 'nspiration is a major influence on the rapid
rising fame of the Dukes
M, SLINGERLAND DRUMS make my work much easier and more
enjoyable. Playing our type of "¡an ' calls for a lot of high powered rim
shot work—but with Sbngerland triple flanged Rim Shot counterhoops I
have far less stick breakage."
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Make it a po;nt to see your Slingerland dealer, to prove to
yourself as so many other great drummers have that for quality
—beaut'y—prec'sipn built equipment, and the best for your
own performance, it's SLINGER LAND DRUMS ALL THE WAY.
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Chuck Wayne
(Continued from Page 19)

He had a style that would make mil
lions today . . . you know, he could
play triplets on the changes of a
tune for a whole chorus . . . and
here it is, in the '50s, rock and roll '
Wayne also served in the U. S.
army as a radio man and gunner.
He also did some big band work
with Andy Masters’ orchestra in
Brooklyn, with trombonist Nat Peck,
tenor man Al Cohn, and drummer
Alvin Stoller among his colleagues.
He worked with Barbara Carroll’s
trio, the Phil Moore four, the Alvy
West Little hand, and with many
groups—some his own—on 52d St.
He broke up a trio of his own to
join Herman’s ba ml.
“What a great band that was," he
remembers. "I never fully realized
how great it was until one night «it
the Casino Gardens in Santa Monica
when Al Hendrickson sat in for me.
I went out front and listened to the
band. Wow! It was too much.”
Since the Herman days, Chuck
has worked with small groups, hut
he still has an occasional urge to
plav with one again. And also to
write for one.
“On my record date (which re
sulted in String Fever, his Vik LP),
1 really had a ball," Chuck says.
“The hand was onlv HI men, but I
really enjoyed writing tor it.”
Oddly enough. Chuck’s writing
for the date was done under quite
unusual circumjjtances: beneath the
stage of the Martin Beck theater in
New York, where Orpheus Descend
ing was in progress over his head,
and where a red light flashed on
when his music was needed.
Wayne’s compositions for the
drama, and his adaption of a Neo
politan song, drew wide popular and
critiial acclaim. Williams’ manu
script called for guitar music, but
Chuck varied the texture of his
sound tn fit the mood of the play
bv using a mandolin as well as his
guitar.
One number was a funny one,”
he recalls. “I had to fit the guitar
theme to a dog howling. I had to
find out what key the dog howled in
Between cues, 1 worked on the
things for the record date.”
Meanwhile, he gained consider
able experience ami a wide circle of
acquaintances in the theater busi
ness.”
To Tony Bennett, (,huck says he
owes a great debt for the wide range
of experience he gained during the

three years he worked and traveled
with the singer.
"it was the first time I had ever
worked with a vocalist in that depth.
It was a great opportunity to learn
to write for a band, work with a
band, and conduct. I never would
have got this experience anywhere
else. Where do vou break in?
“I also got to work with a lot of
clilierent musicians and arrangers. I
got to recognize where 1 made mis
takes, and tried to learn more.
“At the Vik session, there were a
couple of numbers I had to do some
conducting on, and the guys were
surprised. But you get that experi
ence when you work with a vocalist.
“I learned more m I hose three
years than 1 did with anyone else.
You can practice all you want, but
you’ll never get the same results.
You learn by doing.
“And we had some rough jobs,
with pick-up bands and the like. It
was the fault of the promoters. They
should realize these musicians in
many places have day jobs and only
play part time. And they usually
play dances, where a boo-boo doesn't
count. But when you bring in a
name like Tony, you should realize
there’s going to be some rough music
to cut.
“There were many times when
we played with guitar, bass, and
drums. Some of these bands couldn’t
even hit the hnal chord together. It
was a course in how to be a psy
chologist, and how not to get ulcers.
“And we had a terrible time in
England The hands in the prov
inces were*in«the same situation.”
Although Chuck values his.“xperience, and wouldn’t want torsade
it for anything, he admits he might
start a little differently if he had it
to do over again.
“T he first thing I'd do is study
with someone. And I’d start with the
amplified guitar. Jazz is my first love
as far as playing goes, but to broaden
my knowledge, I’d learn to play
classical guitar. For my own pleas
ure, mainly. Classical guitar is so
difficult to play properly, that it
would take up the time I give now
to playing and writing.”
Does a working guitarist still prac“You know it Somcdays I practice
from n<x>n to 5 p.m But it’s a ball
now. It’s not the same as when 1
was learning scales. It’s much more
intense. And it’s such a pleasure,
really so great when I do something
on a job that 1 had practiced at
home,''
(Continued on Page 35)
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By George Hoefer

JONAH JONES

longtime nightclub
favorite at New York's
famous "Embers”, has
played nothing but Olds
Super trumpets for
the past 20 years.

■ This column once confined its ac
tivities exclusively to the collector-type
of jazz recordings Personnels, master
numbers, personality-traits, and anec
dotes pertaining to then obscure dis
cography was the subject matter of
the Hot Box. It seems that now, some
15 years since the origin of bop, there
is an entire new field for the same
kind of probing and collection of in
formation
The field referred to is the period
of early bop recording or the era of
Guild, Apollo, early Dial, Continental,
and other now-obscure labels. This
we will do from tune to time If
readers have interesting information
and questions on the early sides by
Bird, Dizzy. Monk, and the others,
we solicit correspondence.
The above has been brought about
by a letter to Down Beat from bop
pianist Sadik Hakim, who around
1944-’45-’46 was known as Argonne
Thornton. Some record personnel list
ed his name as Dense Thornton.
Thornton’s letter pertained to the
recent Savoy 12" LP MG-12079, The
Charlie Parker Story, on which vari
ous sides from Bird’s first recording
date as a leader were included. John
Mehegan’s very fine and outstanding
liner notes indicated Thornton was
‘‘supposedly” <n the studio on Nov
26. 1945, but Herman Lubinsky de
nied the fact. Thornton gives Teddy
Reig, who supervised, as a reference.

The incidents of this date are
remembered well by Thornton, who
now lives in Brooklyn, and still is ac
tive. Bud Powell was originally sched
uled to be on piano that day, but
actually was not m New York He
was at home in Willow^ Grove, Pa.,
for a visit, and didn’t return to Man
hattan until a week after the date.
Thornton also states that Miles Davis
did not leave the studio during the
session as was indicate d by Mehegan.
He also points out that Bird made the
entire session on a borrowed horn, as
his was not playing right.
Dizzy Gillespie was present from
the start of recording and was told
to play piano on the two blues num
bers, Now’s the Time and Billie’s
Bounce. The pseudonym “Hen Gates”
was used for the pianist on the date
because Gillespie was under contract
to another label and Thornton was
not a member of 802 at the time.
So on the seven takes of Billie’s
Bounce and four takes of Now’s the
Time it would appear Gillespie should
DOWN BEAT

be listed as piano, Parker on alto,
Miles Davis on trumpet, Curly Rus
sell, bass, and Max Roach, drums.
These tunes, as well as the others on
the date, were Charlie Parker origi
nals and the above two were original
ly coupled on Savoy 573
The next and probably the best
side mentioned was Ko-Ko, based on
the chords of Cherokee. According to
Thornton, he played the first six ban,
and then Gillespie “coinped” the re
maining portion, because Miles didn't
know the introduction. Dizzy and
Bird had been playing the tune to
gether at the Three Deuces. This ac
counts for Dizzy being credited with
the piano on Ko-Ko, as well as muted
trumpet There were two takes on the
tune.
The remaining sides, Thriving from
a Riff (three takes), Warming Up e
Riff (one take), and Meandering
(one take), would therefore seem to
have Thornton as the man on piano.
Dizzy has been credited with the
trumpet on Thriving, but Thornton
doesn’t mention die fact. Bird’s last
chorus on the original take became a
tune m its own light named Anthro
pology.
The above date was back in the
days when there was considerable
c>infusion as to what the “new” jazz
was to be called. The first records
came out by Charlie Parker’s Ri Bop
Boys, and was followed by Charlie
Parker’s Ree Boppers, and finally
later reissues were labeled The Bebop
Boys.
Argonne Thornton was quite active
during the ’44-’46 period He played
52nd St with Ben Webster’s band at
the Onyx in April ’45, and was a
member of Ray Perry’s tiio at Min
ton's for a time in 1946 During 1947
he was Lester Young's pianist
His recording activity was Irequent
in those days. His piano can be heard
on the Eddie (Lockjaw) Davis sides
on Haven, the Bill DeArango Sextet
on Haven, four (Blow, Mr. Dexter;
Dexter’s Deck; Dexter’s Cuttin’ Out,
and Dexter’s Minor Mood) of the
Dexter Gordon tenor sides, and final
ly on one of the Lester Young sextet
dates for Aladdin The latter include»
six sides, No Eyes Blues; Sunday.
S.M Blues; Blues, Sax-O-Bebop, and
On the Sunny Side of the Street.
His style can best be judged by his
solo on the medium tempo blues enDoghouse, re
titled Afternoon
corded with Eddie Davis on Haven
800.
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CALL NINA
Tha Mundane Exchanga
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Hollywood 2-3311
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(Continued from Page 33)

Vik a&r man Bob Rolontz summed
up Wayne the jazzman in the String
Feuer liner, as “more than another
superior jazz musician, more than
just another exciting guitarist. This
isn’t only because Chuck’s technique
and facility is at least equal to that
of the top jazz guitarmen perform
ing today, or that his style is a style.
“But because in the depth and
feeling—what in jazz parlance is
called ‘soul’—that Chuck brings to
his work there is a quality which
is possessed by all musicians who
earn a lasting place in jazz.”

Jonah Jones
(Continued from Page 18)
of the piano bench in Jones’ quartet,
Lannie Scott.
Muted jazz became Jones’ pass
word to bookings. The one-week
booking at the Embers stretched out
to 12 weeks. Now, it’s a five-year
contract for a minimum of 20 weeks
a year. In addition, he’ll appear
at Chicago’s London House twice
in ’58 and has other bookings lined
up in several major cities.
The nature of the rooms the Jones
group plays confines Jones to play
ing witn a variety of mutes.
“I’ve gotten used to playing with
mutes all the time,” he said. “I
used to hate them, because the cats
always dug my tone, my sound, and
I was proud of it, too.”
But Jones has made the shift to
muted jazz without trauma.
“I had two mutes originally, a
bucket and a Harmon,” he said.
“I looked for others—a buzz mute, a
growl mute—so now it doesn’t bug
me any more, and the group has
reached the point where everything
blends. And we have our own
sound.
“I’ve got five mutes I use regularly
and seven of them in all. At first
it bothered my lip a little, but it
doesn’t any more. My embouchure
has adjusted to it. I never had lip
trouble before, and it’ll be all right
from now on.”
Although he’s working the mutedjazz circuit these days—assisted by a
Capitol LP, Muted Jazz, that’s sell
ing—late at night, when the clubs
aren't heavily populated, Jones
drops the mutes and sings with an
open horn.
These are the moments when he
remembers that it all began on a
Mississippi riverboat 29 years ago.
He wouldn’t change any of it.

THE DUKES OF DIXIE

Jazz artists in the original
New Orleans manner are
busy delighting fans and
adding converts . . . from
Las Vegas to New York.
Beginning with Dad
Assunto on his Olds
Trombone in '28 the combo
now includes sons Fred
and Frank to carry on their
Olds tradition.

April 3, I95Í
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KENNY BURRELL

talented ^ounq

dates, with si h greats
my Goodman, Oscar
on and Hampton Hawes

FINALLY!!!
TO ALL TRUMPET PLAYERS

OMblfai 11 taslbit VitbMl E«b«d«nt Frab
teat . . . using «n Al Cass trumpet rim—
’rombane baritene bass 'rumpet mouthpiece.
(Pat. Pend.)
Use the wme s.m rim ye. now use to play
trumpet tor these other horns.
DON ELLIOTT "Al's new
invention now enables me
**
play
my
- -ellophone

L<1 tF

bone us^g the same size
rim w th out embouchure
problems. I have been wait
ing *or this ever since my
ofe s’ral doub mg :aree
began.

DIZZY GILLESPIE Al's ne»
same-rim
principle
really
makes it. TOO MUCH!

Kai Winding plays with
‘the Confidence of Kings’
try a KING at your dealer's

A

THE H. N. WHITE CO.
JflTlii
S22S SUPERIOR AVE
CLEVELAND 3, OHIO______ ***** '

MLIf

Of course
ARMANI YOKE
Trumpet A Conductor
Extra Trumpet
■ostor Symphony
on Conductor'»
Symposium

“I now can play from
bone, baritone, ba^s
trumpet, each hav ng
full range and sound
using Al's mouthpiece.*'

Relf
Kaba

■ John Frigo discovered his own
music through an introduction to
higli fidelity.
The 40-year-old Chicago bassist
violinist wasn’t aware of his own
“sound” on either instrument unui
he purchased his first phonograph
system.
“I never played a record all my
life until I bought the high fidelity
system,” Frigo says. “In fact, 1
never had a set and never bought a
record.”
I he revelation came slightly more
than one year ago, when Frigo
succumbed to the lure of a sound
system for his Skokie, Ill., home.
“I didn't know anything about
high fidelity, so I started asking
different people about it,” he recalls.
“I went to various people at Uni
versa 1 Recording studios and got
their recommendations for a home
system. Then I did some shopping
on my own and made some altera
tions. Finally I made the plunge.
It was the first high fidelity set 1
ever purchased.”
Once he purchased the com
ponents, Frigo was faced with tht
problem of installation. Fortunate
ly, the home he purchased was
equipped with a built-in five-speaker
system
musician friend who
doubles
i carpenter t<x»k over
the job,
complete
cabinet for the conqxments and tht
television set, running the tele
vision sound through the 15-inch
hig fidelity speaker.
Frigo has been delighted with the
results.
“The system sounds fine to me.”
he says. “And I don’t need all those
cycles. Only my beagle can heat
those, and he didn't pay for the

Higo says he hopes to add a tape
system to his present setup but is
waiting to add a quality tape unit
lather than adding an inexpensive

Trombonist
Ton Years Boston
Symphony
Four Years Cleveland
Symphony
New York Cancer*
Orchestra
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Bogen 35 watt amplifier.
Rek-O-Kut Rondine turntable
with Gray arm and Fairchild
cartridge.
University 15 inch speaker kit.
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unit for its own sake.
“Eventually, I
ill get a tape
system,” he explains. “The cabinet
is built to accommodate a tape unit
and a tuner, too, when I'm ready to
add them. 1 haven't given stereo
too much thought, but I know it
would be a worthwhile addition.”
The most significant aspect of
adding high fidelity to his home,
according to Frigo, has been the

Down Beat poll whnners
do some inspired s»ingmg
to the strumming of
Don Barbour on his Gibson
guitar. Capitol recoras them
and fans everywhere
keep on demanding
them for radio,
TV, dances.
and concerts.

understanding the basic sounds of
music, particularly those of the bask
instrument—the bass.

sound,” Frigo comments. “In the
past I rarely practiced. Now the
only time I really practice is when
1 blow over records—some of the
standard LPs 1 buy and the Music
Minus Oue things, which are ex
cellent.”
music on a high
fidelity system has made Frigo more
discriminating in evaluating his own
records, on Mercury, and the LP\
hr cuts with pianist Dick Marx lor
Coral.
more particular about my
says.
own recordings, now,
“Now that I can hear myself in hi
fi, the bass doesn’t seem to be such
a futile instrument.
“Since the fidelity has been im
proved, I can appreciate recorded
Dass, something I wasn't able to do
in the* past, when the bass sound
was lost in the mass.”
For Frigo. much of music became
far more meaningful, in terms of
appreciation and self-instruction,
thanks to high fidelity.

Many Thanks to the

Down Beat Poll Voters
tin if \jrecn, aSCap

*B««i original Motion Picture «core,

lift« n

radio and tv
THE SUPREME SAXOPHONE
THE FINEST CLARINET
s'u < rtmt < 'tanni t mi amili

THE

GREATEST MUSICIANS
'iuniplinninti—Sidwt» — lr(l

BUFFET— CLASSIC OF REED INSTRUMENTS
LEADER FOR ALL THE WORLD TO ACCEPT
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________________________ By Will Jones

■ Stan Freberg’s letterheads, I un
derstand, now bear the motto An
gratia pecuniae.
This news filtered back to us here
in the midwest about the same time
we started hearing
Freberg’s new ra
dio commercials for
Instant Butter-Nut
coffee, and we can
ny folk think some
how there is a con
nection between the
two developments.
I wasn’t fully
convinced, how
ever, until a certain
promotional kit reached my desk.
There, on the cover of the kit, was
a large photo of the perpetrator of
The Yellow Rose of Texas and Tha
Banana Boat Song and Wunnerful,
Wunnerful. And under Freberg’s
photo this claim: “Instant Sales for
Instant Butter-Nut . . . From Instant
Freberg.”
An explanatory note on the back
of the kit—which bore the printed
credit, "Promotional Package pro
duced by Freberg, Ltd.”—brought me
up to date on Freberg’s activity in
the world of radio commercials:
“A recent conquest for the sandyhaired satirist, writer, actor, come
dian has been in the ad world. Fed
up with the going methods of pro
moting a product, Stan began writing
commercials stamped with the extrav
agantly funny Freberg touch.
“Among his clients are Crown-Zellerbach (Zee Paper Products), Nucoa
Margarine, Belfast Beverages, Contadina Tomato Paste, Pictsweet Frozen
Foods. Freberg’s success has been so
remarkable that he recently estab
lished a business called Freberg, Ltd.
to expedite the production of his ad
vertising assignments.”
Inside the kit was a letter from an
advertising agency—Buchanan-Thom
as of Omaha, Neb.—explaining fur
ther what the kit was all about:
“Freberg is a little expensive, but
he’s a real salesminded fellow so we
thought we could turn his salesman
ship to our advantage with key gro
cers and etc., in our territory. We ac
complish this by having him wax a
merchandising pitch to grocers. This
was put on one side of the enclosed
45 platter. On the other side, our
other commercials themselves. We’ve
already noticed examples of grocery
people who were disinclined to buy
Instant Butter-Nut, but when they
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latened to Freberg’s pitch, gave us
tn order. The pitch essentially explaim Stan’s philosophy of radio ad
vertising.”
Well, I listened to the commercials,
and the merchandising pitch, and I
now feel as fully informed on Stan’s
philosophy of radio advertising as any
reluctant grocer.
His pitch, see, is that radio com
mercials don’t do any good unless
people listen to them. His startling
new idea is that you don’t shout at
people, but that you get at them
quietly and entertainingly.
No matter how original the philos
ophy, the approach to it in the com
mercials is original. They are elabo
rately produced commercials, with
Billv May’s orchestra, the Jud Con
lon Rhythmaircs, and an assortment
of character voices other than Fre
berg’s. All of them feature a rather
atrocious jingle with the unmistakable
Freberg touch.
Freberg’s success as a satirist, of
course, has been based upon an abil
ity to spot the most obvious weak
ness in the popular song or radio
program that he was working over,
and make the most of the weakness.
His satirist’s eye for weakness has
been put to work in the merchandis
ing field. The Butter-Nut people ad
mittedly felt a little bit unsure—pos
sibly even a little silly- -coming on the
market with instant coffee five years
after everybody else had done it. Fre
berg leaps at that notion, and the fiveyears-late theme runs through all the
commercials.
I really don’t know which is the
more significant bit of news in all this
—that one of America’s best-known
and most productive humorists (an
instant phrase I picked up from the
Promotional Package produced by
Freberg, Ltd.) is prostituting himself
in such successful and well-organized
fashion, or that they’re buying it in
Omaha

For electric
Spanish, Stool,
Mandolin, and
Precision Ban
leading music
dealer.

When you
restring
use a set of
Fender pure
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strings. They
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longer life.. greater
magnetic qualities]

FUTURE ARTISTS OF AMERICA

CREATED ESPECIALLY FOR VOU.

t he musician

William Mattison,
Wichita. Kansas,
«ays: "Don’t pass
up WESTLAKB if
you want to get
to the top in thia
field. I’m getting

CUFF LINKS ANO TIE CLIF

mce and expert
know - how here.
3ne day I hope to
aa fine a muai
inn and arranger
BUI Holman, a

was trumpet
soloist in his High School bead, appeared
in trumpet trio on Horace Heldt's radio
A T.V. shown, solo cornetists in tLS.
Marine Band. Ban Francisco. In Wichita
area he played in ninny bands and taught
trumpet. Currently he is with Jerry
Gray's Band In Loa Angelea area.

NBCing You
Hollywood—Following is the
concluding paragraph of a re
cent press release:
“Speaking of ’guesting,’ tal
ented and versatile Eddie Tru
man is available for local tele
vision and radio shows that are
interesting for viewers and
listeners, and he is awaiting
'our call at California Record
ers, HOllywood 2-1418. Eddie,
I am happy to report, is on
NBC staff.
Then he’d better get off the
phone and make it over to
NBC—quick.

Send for free catalog. 2 yr. diploma and I

Set >5.00 Piu« Fed. Tax

4 yr- degree courses, tuition Include* 2
private lessons ea. wk. Daily band A com

Featured here is the Trumpet. Also
available—Piano, Saxophone,
Drums. Clarinet, Trombone Beauti
fully designed with authentic detail.
A perfect gift. Your jeweler has it or
can get it for you quickly.

bo, dorms, payment plan, appr. for vets.
3 itarting semesters—Spring, Summer, Fall.
(Home Study Arranging Course available).

!

WESTLAKE COLLEGE OF MUSIC

•

7190 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 44, Calif.
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anson, Inc^ 24 Behar St.. Providence 5. R. I.
In Canada: Anson Canada. Ltd., Toronto
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Where to Study

Strictly Ad Lib
(Continued from Page 8)

and

RADIO
STUDY
HARMONY
Train for big opportunitioi in

Radio and TV

with a great Home- Study organization

Recog

nized for over 50 yaar*. No inlerfgrenca with

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
CONSERVATORY
Dept

E-765 • 2000 B. Michigan • Chicago

□ DANCE BAND ARRANGING
HARMONY
Guitar
B History and Analysis of Music
Comet - Trumpet □ Voice
Professional Trumpet
Violin
Piane beginner's □ Teacher s
Clarinet
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
Saxophone
Beginner □ Supervisor □ Choral Conducing
Doubla Counterpoint
Q Adv. Composition
Eo: Training & Sight Singing

B

CONSERVATORY of MUSIC
Accredited college
I.M., M.M., B.M.E . degree»
and

PROGRESSIVE JAZZ
Arranging, Harmony, Improvisation
Ear Training, Combo, Dance Band
4424 Warwick. Kansas City 11, Mo.

• ORCHESTRATIONS
COMBO ORKS «BAND MUSIC
• Musical Supplies
For Free

Co’olog Write to

TERMINAL
MUSICAL SUPPLY. Inc.
: .

: r 113 Vr. 48 SI

k ï. 3b. N, Y.

DAVI PELL OCTET
Modern zounds irramreinenU for eign- pic-er
or less. A« recorded on RCA and CAPITOL.
Arrange 1 by Sborty Rogers. Bill Holman
and Marty Paieh. 10 arrangements available
at 81.50 each.
Bau direct from

PELL MELL MUSIC CO.
4229 WHhlgvcn Ave. North Hollywood. Colli
Aug voirinu Probleme anewered
At your local dialer or diraet.

PHOTOS
BAND LEADERS I VOCALISTS
Acta«) photos, 8"xl0”, glossy prints
ready to frame or put in a trrapbook
4 for $1. Sample phot* 15, (Incl. substitutes)
For a I'mittd limai 10 for fl
1143 «1* Ave. N.Y 3«, N.Y.
Bet 444b A 451b Sts
KIER’S
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the can,
with a Jubilee LP
scheduled to work two one-niters in
upstate New York in mid-April with
the Basie band . . . Benny Goodman
decided to conduct a jazz workshop
at Boston university next fall . . .
Jazz DJ John McLellan s fine Boston
show, The Top Shelf, finally went
on a regular weekly schedule in ad
dition to the regular Saturday night
Camera Three. CBS-TV’s
hour
Sunday morning show, presenter!
The Mythical Bird from Uirdland,
with Marshall Steams and Tony
A 18-week series,
Scott featured
The Subject Is Jazz, will be aired
on NBC-TV Wednesdays from 6 to
6:30 p.m. starting March 26. Writer
Gilbert Seldes is host, and Prof.
Marshall Stearns and Leonard
program con
Feather will act
suitants, along with Duke Ellington
and Dr. Harold Taylor of Sarah
Lawrence college.
Chicago
JAZZ, CHICAGO-STYLE: Earl
Bostic’s quintet is inhabiting the
Blue Note bandstand these evenings.
Bostic’s group will be around until
March 28. Erroll Garner, the poll
winning master of jazz piano, returns
to the Blue Note on April 2 for two
weeks, with Harr) James slated to
lead his band into the Note on April
week. George Shearing’
16 for
quintet and Dakota Staton with Joe
Saye’s trio will take over April 28 for
Teddy Wilson,
a four week stand
whose technique and dignity are un
blemished, will be the pianist at die
London House for the next four
weeks He’ll be succeeded by Barbara
Carroll, returning for a five-week
booking on April 16
The Kings
ton trio, a group of talents from
Stanford university via San Fran
cisco. debut at Mister Kelly’s on
March 24 for two weeks. On April 7,
Mike Nichols and Elaine May, local
satirists who have found national
fame, will open at Kelly’s for a three
week stay, to be followed, on April
28, by Martha Davis and Spouse, re
turning io Kelly’s for a lour-week
stint.
Slim Gaillard has vacated the
stand at the Cloister inn; Ed Hig
gins’ trio returned to take Gaillard's
place. Ramsey Lewis’ trio continues
at the Cloister on a Friday-throughTuesday basis. Bev Kellv, formerly
with Pat Moran s group, is the singer
on the bill these days.
Dixieland continues to prosper, at
the Preview lounge, the fill club.
Jazz Ltd , and the Red Arrow, to

Los Angeles Area
L.A JAZZ CONCERT HALL
"Poetry with Jazz"
featuring KENNETH PATCHEN |au
extraordinary and the CHAMBER 'All SEXTET
Wed. Thun. Fri. Sat
Two Performance! 8:30 B 10:30
3020 Crenshaw

RAVI

HIGH

HOWARD RUMSEY’S
Lighthouse All-Stars
nrf LIGHtKOuW
Hermosa Beach
Tap Modem Jan Names In Concert
A Fresh Sound In Dixieland by
T. RILEY
and
IHE SAINTS

RM

BO RHAMBO TRIO
Hillcrest club

4557 w. Washington

WEbitor S 3352

CORAL ROOM

FREDDIE GAMBRELL (from Frisco)
March 21 & 22
CHUCK HORES
March 28 A 29
at the DIGGER
6 c.m. sunday sessions
5050 E 3rd (2 bl kt west of Atl I ANgeles 9-6843
MODERN CREATIVE BOUNDS IN STEREO
at GEORGIA LEE'S CAPRICI
by the legendary JOE ALBANY
FREDDIE GRUBER 1 HERSHEY HIMMELSTEIN
3510 N Ped R-4 , El Mon*» -frees 9:30 p.m.
in the valley visit
BULLY'S WOLFE DEN
featuring the piano artistry of
PEE WEE LYNN

JAZZ CABARET
best |an In Hollywood
Free Parking
5511 Hollywood Blvd
Car. Holly B Western
PETR JOLLY
Appaw.ng nightly at the
TRACK STEAK HOUSE

No Cover
No Miniava
Jau Concert Ever* Sunday 1,45 'TH
1076 E Colorado. Patodena
5¥comare 3-4354

San Francisco Area
JAM SESSION
Jimbo's
ROR CITY
Known the World Over'
1690 Post St.
!
o.iglnol concepts In iau'
PAUL RLEY QUARTET
nightly or Ihn Jan Wurhihap
OOuglass 2 *244

Where to Stay

HOTEL FORREST
49 St., Wet* of Bway: Cl 6-5252
a his band
stay «I Hie HOTEL FORMST

LES BROWN

"A Favorite uith Show Folk"
SPECIAL RATES FOR BANDS

'OU

usti

name a few of the more inspired
clubs in the Chicago area ... At
Mambo City, above the Preview,
weekend dancers can wiggle to the
30e PER WORD—MINIMUM CHARGE $4.50
mambo sounds of Manny Garcia's
group . . . Dakota Staton has been
booked into Robert’s Show club, be
KemittMC»
ginning on May 28 ... Frank D’Rone
Count N»m», Address City and 5111»
Bax Number Servite 50c Extia
is in fine voice at Dante's Inferno on
west Huron . . . Johnny Griffin,
wielding a potent tenor, continues to
ARRANGEMENTS
lead the jazzmen at the Swingland
lounge on south (Cottage Grove; Sun
OAVI PILL STYLED arrangement» for trumpet,
><or»bone, tenor, l»arirone-alto, three rhythm.
day afternoon sessions continue at
B. Eberhart, BOX 323, E. Lansing, Michigan,
the club . . . (»ene Esposito’s trio,
HIGH SCHOOL DANCE Bands : Modern dance ar
angements designed for student groups. 16
plus singer Lee Loving, are at the
uece manuscript »pedals $3.50 each. For list,
Vanity Fair on west Madison on a
• rite Wilner Arranging Service, 324 W. 84th
St, New York 24, N. V_______
Thursday-thiough-Sunday basis . . .
SMALL BANDS!! Smooth, dance.it'e, full sounding
-nangement» for Trumpet, Alto, Tenor, pluEddie Baker continues at the Club
nythm and Trumpet. Tenor, Trombone plus
Laurel on north Broadway on the
nythn. Arranging Service, 24 Lincoln Av«.,
Pittsford, New York.______________________
Monday-Tuesday shift. . . Jack TeaMACTICAl JAZZ CHORUSES written, your three,
gaiden and the Stock Yard Six were
p.OO. Sample Chonu 25c. Arrangei, Box 5137,
Sarasota, Florida.____________________________
among the participants at the recent
fOMpnc Neu novelties, tunny song;. Special
sessions at the Butterfield Firehouse
material & double entendre items; also featun
.terns toi your girl singers with <5.i<nbos You'll
(which, by the way, is not red) spon
‘WOW" your audience- with these Write:
sored by Gus Allen and John Pope
Combo Music Supply, 1047% W 52nd St.,
Los Angeles 37, Cal.________________________
Chico Fiamilton’s quintet (April 20)
and Gene Krupa ( June 8) are prob
AT LIBERTY
able future attractions in the series
•GUNG MODERN DRUMMER Swinging experience
, . Bob Owens quartet, with Owens,
Cuts all styles. Prefer modern group Single
Will travel. Larry Steven», ph. 26569, Box 756,
Siano; Andy Anderson, tenor anti
Sioux Falls, South Qakota._______ __________
ute; Monk Cesario, bass, and Bob
FOR SALE
Aarde, drums, is at the Coral Key on
Skokie highway on Friday and Sat
USED WHITE ORCHESTRA COATS SINGLE BREASTED
$!. TUXEDO TROUSER» $4 KALI UNIFORMS. 1210
urday evenings ... Ira Sullivan’s
JMWBBON, CHICAGO, ILL._____________________
quartet is the house group at the
ORCHESTRA COATSi Singlebrea»ted $5,
Blue..
Maroons, ivor> whites Every size Cleaned,
>tage lounge.
pressed Tuxer o troupers $1 Slightly used.

Classified Ads
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Cenuri
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STEREO
»
VN Y
4MELSTEIN

Wallace, 2453 N. Halsted, Chicago, DI.

HELP WANTED

nuMMr

'pu 1er 6-9*41

Established territory band. Year arotnd job;
aonu most every night. Write or call Johnny
Rider’s Orchestra, Mandan, North Dakota,
Box 113, Tel 2434.____________________________

MISCELLANEOUS
STAMPS—for Music Arrangers. Instruuents, Clefs, Tempos, Expression Maiks, etc.
(Jnlinuted »election, various sizes. Price list
tree. EVANS BROWN. 1408 Spruce Street.
Philadelphia, Pa._____________________________

RUUER

No Mini«»«
13 DI
■mere 1-4334

23,000 PROFESSIONAL COMEDY LINES, PARODIES,
SOUTINES, SIGHT-BITS. 1600 PAGESI FREE CATA
LOG. WRITE: ORBEN PUBLICATIONS.
Ill E.
CARPENTER ST., VALLEY STREAM, N. Y.

EWING PIANO—BY MAIL. 30 sell-teaching lesson»

^rea

13.00, (»implcs) over fifty publication» Phil
Brenton Publications, P O. Box 1402, Omaha
8, Nebr._____________________

LONGWRITERS, protect your ideas I Hold all »ongs,

poems! Write to: safe, correct procedure
SONG SERVICE, Dept DP ‘33 Wist 56tl
St, New York 19, N. Y.__________

ten I ramisi«

LEARN PIANO TUNING AND REPAIRING AT HOME.
WRITE KARL BARTENBACH, 1001 WELLS BL,
LAFAYETTE, INDIANA.___________________________
SONGS?? Read "Songwriter’s Review”
magazine 1650 DB Broadway, New York 19.
25c copy; $2,50 year.

WRITE

glose 2-9244

RECORDS

y

WANTED: Voices people ol interest, past, prevent,

6-5252

on tape, recordings, interviews, trans» riptions.
Also record collection», records made prior
1940, Jacob S. Schneider, 109 W. 83, NYC.
fBEI CATALOGS- Berigan Beiderbecke or Charlie
Parker or Duke Ellington. ARG, 341, Cooper
. Station, N. Y. C.____________

RAND
IREST

Hollywood

BASS oi SAXOPHONE Man immediately.

WANTED
■ABN MURRAY B LLOYD HADACHEK

Have terrific
imanotioo for you. Transportation guaranteed.
A Pease. 3940 Harding Ave., Honolulu.

JAZZ JOTTINGS: Al McKibbon
will join the Cal Tjader quintet.
Cal may revert to a Latin book with
Mongo Santamaria, conga and Wil
lie Bobo, timbales and bongos . . .
Stuff Smith and singer Mary Lou
Lyons signed with the Charlie Bar
net personal management office. Stuff
may work Pack's with rhythm section
ant! a girl singer yet to be chosen ...
Mode is dropping its price to $1.98,
will aim for supermarket record
racks . . . Andex (Rex Productions)
Records cuts an LP this month with
Jack Sheldon, trumpet; Herb Geller,
alto; Vic Feldman, vibes, and Lor
raine Geller, piano.
Kitty White signed with Roulette;
cuts her fust sides in New York this
month . . . Harry Babasin's Jazz^ickers (Ben Tucker, bass; Dempsey
fright, guitar; Bill
Douglass,
drums) cut a senes of transcriptions
for the U.S. Navy Feb. 24. Dates
were for Charlie Barnet who played
alto; with Clark Terry, trumpet and
Huegelhorn; Paul Gonsalves, tenor,
and Sir Charles Thompson, piano.
OOPS DEPT: In our recent story
>>n Lou Levy (Down Beat, Feb. 20),

MUSICIANS
MODERN uAZZ
HJR< SES ON ALL FAMOUS
STANDARDS AVAIt *RLF —W"W for InfiwmMion

FO* ALL INSTRUMENTS
>06—STUART MUSICAL SLIDERULE Four
separate slide rules give all chords,
transposition and scale: at a glance
Also 14 choices of harmonizing any
melody note
Complete
.

75

52—HOW TC HARMONIZE MELODIES..........1 $100
04—MODERN CHORD SUBSTITUTIONS
. .50
95'*—SIGH' READING TECHNIQUE
5C
f 7—MOW EC MEMORIZE MUSIC..............
.
50
16—HOW ni PLAY MODERN JAZZ
|
$150
365—AD-LIB JAZZ PHRASES
1128 mod
em two-measur- jazz phrases to fit all
chords
.................................................. I
$103
702 -PROGRESSIVE .AZZ USAGES
.
«
371—MODERN BLUES STYLES..........................
75
372—NEW »TYLE AO-LIB SOLOS
$1 25
47—IMPROV SING
and
HOT
PLAYING
Hundreds of improvisation patterns shown
on all chords.......................................... J
$1.00
jd—BASS MPnOVlSING BY CH<>RD5
.50
498—PLAYING BV CHORDS
.50
501—LESSON; IN AD-LIB P.AY1NG
$1 00
'»97—HOW TO TRANSPOSE AT SIGHT .
..J$125
524— ENCVCLOPER A OF CHORDS
$125

FOR FIANO
940—NEW CHORDS FOR STANDARD HITS
Exciting d fferent harmonizations.
J$1.00
376—MODERN CHORD PROGRESSIONS FOR
PIANO
.
:
S10U
80—THE BLOCK CHORD STYLE
I
$1.00
83—MC JERN
BLOCK
CHORD
F^CC.RESSIGNS Examples and exemiMS
50
49—DESCENDING PIANO RUNS....
V
904—ASCENDING PIANO RUN.'
50
66—PROGRESSIVE PIANO
HARMONIZA
TIONS
....................................
50
354—MODERN CHORD *PP ICATION How to
use fourth chords 9th. 11th and 13th
chords in modem jazz piano styling
75
364—LEFT HAND IDEAS
FOR
MODERN
PIANIST and how to apply them
75
353—SINGLE NOTE IMPROVISATIONS Ad-lib
¡an phrases to fit the most used chord
progressions .....................................................
50
980—MODERN .AZ? ACC
MENTS..
Ml
64—NEW CH 1» ) STRUCTURES. ...
50
90 ' —HOW TO REHARMONIZE SONG*
75
912—CHORDS BUILT BY 'OURTH INTER
VALS .................................................................. !$1.00
10—MODERN PIANO RUNS '.80 professional
runs on all chords................................. !
$1 oo

FOR GUITAR
500—WALKING BASS FOR GUITAR
50
344—H TH CH IP 5 FOR GUlTAP
50
503—CHORD ROUTINES. The »ost used chvd
sequences as found in all popular music.
50
The ' Formula" of all chord progressions
362—GUITAR RUNS.......................................
. .75
353—SINGLE NOTE MPRUVlSAf ONS
.50
12—GUITAR CHORDS in Jiagram
I
$1.25
982—GUITAR INTRODUCTIONS
50
367—UNUSUAL CHORE POSITIONS.
.
.75
345—OCTAVE UNISON S’YIIZ'NG FOR uUITAR Modem double and triple string
solo technique and how to apply It..........

Minimum Order $1.00—Money Back Guarantee

FREE CATALOG OF 500 PUBLICATIONS
PLEASE ORDER BY NUMBER

WALTER STUART music studio ino.
Bos 514-F, Union, N. J.

Watch for the

6th

Annual Dance Band
Directory

On aale al Music Stores

A Newsstands April 3rd

April 3, IT6I

•

4i

NEW SOUNDS for,-modernists
HOT Ot F TOP It El OIIOS
As transcribed from historic jazz
sessions-RCA Victor—AtlanticBethlehem — Esoteric, etc

Dawn

MUSIC PUBLICATIONS $1.25 aach (♦■xcapi

□ M Lib
8 Bor Dwett
Chord,
Chord Progressioni.
Jan Workshop
Solos of the Stan
Advanced Dotty Studios

Lj Melodious Fundamentals
Jou Duell Ve» 1 □ Vol. J
Phylhn. Vol. I D Vol. 2 [
A aven, od Don.»
35 Original»
Up FtexiblliH«
Vol. ID
Vet 2 □
□ East Const Jau Scow

where indicated)

Sunday Brane • Fingerpuppin' Blues • Requiem
for lips • Lol My Fingers Go • Swootie PatouHe.
Tony Scon Wall» D
Arc the tobuloui torios of solos transcribed from
RCA Victor records featuring'
Koto Meow
•
• Blu« for Avo • Timo to Go.
Zoot Simo
3 Modem Art <4 Joir
Hol MrKraick
Atonal Dvth
□ Jou Originals
Originals Vol. 1 □ Vol. 2 □
Smith originals published, learn

Ö

Al Cohn
Hai McKusick

Den Elllol«
Nick Travis

Johnny Smith reveals the s«re’< of Ms Angering
and technique
Taken from his daily warm-ue
sxoctiy as ho practicar
Wy Whit»
Guita» On amain
Owrlw Pa>t»r
yardbird Originals
Charite Ventera
New Sounds
Beginnei » Guitar
Vol. ’ □
Vat 2 □
H Blu« * Rhythm
H Spanish Guitar Rhythm,
Orchestration Guitar Chords
Vol. ID
Vol 2 □
□ Malagueña .................
•* M

Tho oaly printeo and aulhentir oxamptos of Mitos
Devi»' slytod interpretations. A top exclusive
Dudreww-Veliin
Sight roading
Vol. I - $150
Vol. II - $1.50

B

ling os Play Me Cool Bound Way
(Jau Phonetics) □
Styles of Choi lie Porker and Mil« Davis. This cow
niet» book ittertrat« how Ella Fitxgeiald, Louis
Armstrong. Dim Giltespla. Sarah Vaughn sing the
swingleg (au leunds Guera-teed to imp-o»» your
feel and boat for tho progressive now sound scone
Can bo played er sung as iota« er Atel»

Ï

How te Play Bongos
* 1.00
How lo Play Maracas. * 1.00
How Sr Flor Timbal« .« 1.00
* Books In 1—Bongos,
Timbóte». Conga Drum».
Maracas ...
Spoc •
DRUMCRAFT br F. Word
Es»» Stops lo Drumming

MUSIC FOR KEYBOARD
INSTRUMENTS

□ Harlem Uptown Jau
C Mat Mal'hewi Swings
C Mastem Art of Jau
□ Artistry of Shorty Rogers
□ West Coast Jau Scene
Advanced Duets
D Vol. 1
D Vol 3

Most Modem Sound
(Accordion Only)
D Original Block Chord
Interpretations,
•$1.50 (None Vibes.
Accordion, Guitar)
Keyboard Oo'ds—
Triads to 13th,
*$1.50 (F ane. Vibe,
»ri »«fi*»’)
C Plane Originals
(Plano Only)
D The Great Scoll
(Plano Only)
C Modern Joss Themai
(Plano. Guitar, Act .1

•IJLNO OMIT
Qootgo Shoacing play» Uenad foalhei □
George Shearing i greatest laic triumph» I-aa
grao* compMOi looeorc Feothe»
Transcribed
from hl* latest incordine» »e that you can play
thorn, lea BoBopi Fobie,
•
Sorry. Wran»
Rhumbs • Ute With Feather • Midnight In
the Al»

LARGE ORKS $1.25

SMALL ORKS $1.00 each

China Doll Mambo
Mambo Bongo
Bop «he Mambo

Naturai Thing To Do
A. C. Moots Osie
Chan< of Waiters
Jack's Kinda Swing

COMBO ORKS

Omis
Throdmerton Ih«
Plumber
Fite Hie
Thanks Io Count
Jocks or Bolter
Give 'em Hal

O'lanlli
LATINETTES No. 2
□ Eb Book
□ Bb Book
7 C Book

MAMBOETTES
D Eb Book
□ Bb Book
□ C Book

TMMINAl MUSICAL SUPPLY INC.
Depl K-l 13 Weti 4«Ht Street
Now York 34. Now York
Geoflement Pteora tend me pvbHcat’0« checked

-Stata,

DOWN BEAT

LATINETTES No. 1
Eb Book
$b Book
C Book

No.

1

die notes got mixed up. Lou’s wife
is not named Diane, as incorrectly
written, but Ginny. Diane’s ha
dotter.
Dick Stabile starts April 3 as new
music director for Sammy Davis Jrs
taking over from Sammy’s longtime
m.d, Morty Stevens . . . Panaora’i
(on the Str ip i jumps after houn
ever) Friday, Saturday and Monday
with Mel Lewis overseeing the scene
from his drum chair . . . Leonari
Suhlman, bassist who has been in
semi-retirement here for some yean,
is active again.
Jewell Eberle was killed
Feb. 6 in a plane crash near Ven
t ura, Calif. . . Art Pepper makes a
return appearance on KABGTVi
Stars of fazz March 31 ... Red
Norvo revived his quintet for h*
March 12 opening at Las Vega)
Sands Frank Sinatra personally it
quested Red to bring in the group
while the ringer fills a stint there
beginning April 9 . . . Lillian Cum
ber, who has booked many a vocal
grou]
her day, last month became
¡t Negro woman licensed to
book actors in movies
How ’bout
Dot Records’ followup to Ken Nordine’s LP Word Jazz? Title’s logical
all right—Son of Word Jazz! Fred
Katz’ group again provides backing

W. C. Handy
(Continued from Page 16)

On the subiecL of New Orleans it
the cradle
jazz, Handy is adamantly opposed to the notion, point
ing out:
“I wrote Mr. Crump in 1909 and
didn’t publish it until 1912. After
Memphis Blues, I wrote Jogo Blues
in 1913 and St. Louis Blues and
Yellow Dog in 1914.
“You never heard any music bum
New Orleans in that style. But when
you did hear something from New
Orleans in that style it was in 1917
It was Livery Stable Blues (by the
Original Dixieland Jazz band).
“We were playing that style in
1900 and it floated down the rive
to New Orleans. Every circus band
was featurini this
' ' style. Al G.
Fields, Honeyi
# »y Evans, many mon
were playing it. This set in motion
a whole new music. It was not set
in motion by illiteracy.”
Would he say then that jazz was
born all over the country rather
than in New Orleans?
“Amen! Yes sir!” was the reply.
“They may try to fix it the otner
way, but I believe differently. Tht
river and the city were both im
portant to jazz.’’
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Jazz Guitarist Sal Salvador and his quartet

What’s new in electric guitars?

You have your own group... record albums..
jazz club dates...students. Pretty nice
feeling, isn’t it?
Sal and his Gretsch guitar did it. You can too.

GRETSCH

THE

FRED

GRETSCH

MFG

Many Gretsch “Firsts”: built-in
electronic sound systems—binaural
or Gretsch Project-O-Sonic sound
at the flick of a switch...new
Filtertron heads—no electronic
hum.. .all Ebony N eo-Classic finger
boards... new space control bridge.
Check your dealer. Write for your
Gretsch guitar catalog: Dept. S-

